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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a study of the manifestations of hostility of a 
selected number of adolescent boys an d girls who have been 
committed to the Metropolitan State Hospital, Waltham, 
Mas·s achusetts, for observation under Section One Hundred of 
the General Laws. Constantly children are appearing before 
the courts for various anti-social acts. Some of these 
children, the courts feel, may profit by a thirty-five day 
period of hospitalization. The purpose of the observation 
is to determine, if possible, the causes of the anti-social 
behavior, to furnish a written report to the court, and to 
indicate r.ecommenda tions for future treatment. 
Sett,ing--- The hospital, which is the only facility in 
the Commonwealth set aside exclusively for the treatment of 
mentally and emotionally ill children up to the age of six-
teen years, is served by a directing psychiatrist and one 
assistant, a nursing staff and ward attendants, and a~so 
has the use of the hospital psychologist and her assistant. 
One of the social workers of the regular staff of the 
Social Service Department devotes all of her time to work-
ing with these children in individual and group therapy. 
In addition, one social work student and two other social 
workers from the regular staff conduct therapy groups. 
The director has t he entire responsibility f or the care 
and treat ment of all of the children in the unit and also 
the ch ildren comi ng to the out-patients clinic. Social 
workers aid him not only in group therapy but also in the 
prepara tion of soci a l histories and in performing ca se work 
services assigned by the Social Service Department Super-
visor. 
Purpose --- The purpose of this study will be to ex-
amine the manifesta tions of hostility in the t wenty adoles-
ce nts studied with reference to their family situation and 
soci al and personal factCD:"s to see what be aring, if any, 
these factors have on the hostility manifestations of this 
group. It is be l ieve d that a systematic study can contri• 
bute toward the solution of the problem of hostility by 
(l) recognizing and acknowledging its widespread existence 
and destructive forces and (2) examining its nature, origin, 
and purposes. 
Questions --- The following questions will be c onsid-
ered s o t hat a more thorough understanding of the conflicts 
sur rounding the adolescent may be obtained with special 
consi dera tion given to his or her manifestations of hostil-
ity. What, if any, are the di f ferences in behavior a s a 
re s ult of hostility in the two sexes? What social and 
famili a l fa ctors are involved? What tre a t ment is possible 
for hostility? How much co-oper ation can be expected of 
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parents in treat:-nent? What seem to be t he mechanisms under-
lying the multiple adaptations of these children to their 
host ile feelings? 
Scope--- Two of the cases$udied for this thesis are 
brothers, so that only nineteen families will be studied. 
The period of referrals covers one year and two 
months --- f rom October, 1949, through December, 1949. Only 
one of these c a ses was referred in 1948, but it is being in-
cluded because it contains such a wealth of material. Only 
those chi l dren were chosen for study who were known to have 
mani f ested hostility, and whose records c ontained suffici ent 
ma terial for an adequate picture of the personality of the 
a dolescent and members of his family and their inter-
rela tionships. Also taken into consideration was whether or 
not an adequate picture of trea t:ne nt was given with the re-
sults obtained and t h e co-op eration received from the parents. 
It wa s at first intended not to study any adolescent 
who was at all mentally retarded, but upon further delib-
eration, it has been decided that for comparative purposes 
it will be well to include some of these children. The 
writer be ieves t hat the mechanisms underlying manifesta-
tions of hostility are pretty much the same regardless of 
intelligence unless t h e intelligence falls far below the 
normal borderline. These cases were included also to 
3 
illustra te the emotional sensitivity of children with 
limited intellectual capacities as compared to children in 
the s ame age group who have higher intelligence ratings. 
These intelligence quotients may not be entirely accurate 
due to possible emotional or psychotic disturbances at the 
time of testing. 
Method --- . The method of procedure has been to select,. 
analyze, and classify the material contained in the twenty 
case records studied. This was facilitated by the use of 
a schedule specifically designed to discover the necessary 
material. This was preceded by a careful perusal of lit-
erature dealing with the problem of hostility, especially 
in adolescence. This has served as a guide in the inter-
pretation of the significance of the material found in the 
case records. 
Discussions with staff psychi a trists, especially 
Dr. Thaddeus Krush, Director of the Children's Unit, group 
therapy leaders, and Miss Mary Dolan, Supervisor of the 
Social Service Department, as well as attendance at numer-
ous ch ildren 's staff conferences supplemented the da ta 
obtained f rom ea ch child's record. 
The fact that the c ase records used v,rere not \<Vri tten 
for research purposes and therefore do not contain an equa.l 
amount of information \n ll to a certain extent limit this 
study, but an eff ort has been made to select those records 
I 
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falling within the realm of the study which contain the 
most adequate mater i al. 
I t is obvious that the adolescents studied, being so 
a cutely damaged a s to require hospitalization, must be con-
sidered as extreme examples of behavior patterns, but these 
same behavior patterns, it must be recognized, exist in 
modi f ied form in all children of this age group. A desir~ 
able feature of the sampling used in this study is that the 
group consists of adolescents with few, if any, of the 
socio-econornic advanta ges enjoyed by children of profess-
ional and university groups, the source which has so often 
been used in previous studies. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
RELATED TO HOSTILITY DURING ADOLESCID~CE 
Feelings of aggression and hostility are among the 
earliest and most common impulses of man, and, according 
to most psychoanalysts, aggression is a by-product of the 
frustrations which are a by-product of the process of so-
cialization. The child in growing up must relinquish, stage 
by stage, earlier patterns which have been satisfying. 
This sacrifice is apt to arouse anxiety and resentment. 
Hostility is first focused aro~nd parents just as our 
earliest gratifications are at their hands. Intense need 
of parents heightens anxiety. There is, especially in ad-
olescence, a pull toward dependence, with, at the same 
time, a pull toward independence. This constitutes a major 
adjustment problem of all adolescents. 
Because of the vastness and diversity of the litera-
ture on the subject of hostility, it would not be profit-
able to attempt an extended discussion of the entire field, 
and we are here concerned primarily with children in the 
adolescent group. However, clarification will be promoted 
by a presentation of certain basic and recurrent concepts 
regarding hostility. 
The literature reflects increasingly that a differen-
tiation exists between aggression and hostility. For 
6 
convenience, however, in this study, hostility and aggression 
will be used interchangeably even though aggression is a 
broader term as it includes drives as well as behavior. 
For the purpose of this study, the writer accepts the 
definition of Dollard and his collaborators. According to 
t h is definition, aggression consists of "an act whose goal 
resp onse is in injury to an organism or its surrogate."l 
Thus, aggression is not initiative or self assertion merely, 
a s is commonly understood. Dollard defines frustr a tion as 
"tha t co ndi t ion wh ich exists whe n a g oal r e sponse su f f ers 
inte r f eren ce."2 He has thus tried to show that frustration 
always precedes aggressive behavior, and contrariwise, the 
existence of frustration always leads to aggression. 
Annaliese Korner disagrees with Dollard, pointing out that 
anxiety often leads to aggression, and that there are other 
adap t a tions to frustration besides aggression, for instance, 
withdrawal, regression, sublimation, and resignation.3 She 
feels that we should add to Dollard's association of aggres-
sion with frustra t ion the postul ation of Franz Alexander 
that "anxiety mobilizes impulses •••••• hostility in turn 
causes anxiety and fear of retaliation."4 
1 Joh~ Dollard, Frustration and Aggression, P. 11 
2 Ibid. , p. 11 -
3 AnnalieseF. Korner, Some Asnects of Hostility in 
Young Children, p. 4 
4 Franz Alexander, Our Age of Unreason, p. 371 
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Aggression is one of the most frequent effects of f rus-
tration. In many frustrating situations it is difficult to 
fin d evi dence of either substitute responses or overt aggres-
s i on in the behavior of the frustrated person. The experi-
mental evidence gathered by some authors points to the fact 
that regress i on frequently follows frustration. R. Barker 
points out that frustration may also have a stimulating 
effect. He says 
Frustration may result in a reduction or in an 
increase in the efficiency of the cognitive abilities 
in general. Which of these effects is obtained de-
pends upon the nature of the needs and actions in-
volved, the strength of the forces, and the propertigs 
of the particular perceptual-cognitive motor system. 
Britt and ~anus in their conclusions stress the mul-
tiplicity of reactions to frustration. They say "Reactions 
to frustra t i on may be aggression, withdrawal, regression, 
resistance, anger, guilt, remorse, shame, or embarrassment." 6 
~. F. Brown experimented with differences in reaction I 
to frustration between psychotic and neurotic persons and I 
normal ones. Re found t he behavior of psychoneuro t ics and 
psychotics in a frustrating situation to be much more vari-
able and unpredictable than the behavior of normal persons. 
The psychotic ha s the lowest threshold of frustration and 
5 R. Barker, The Effect of Frustration Upon Cognitive 
Ability, Character, and Personality, p . {150 
6 S. H. Britt and s. Q. ~anus , "Criteria of Frustra-
tion , " Psychological Review, 4?: p . 451, 1940. 
? 
the normal person the highest. 
If aggression is the most natural unlearne d reaction 
to frustr a tion, withdrawal or other adaptations are usually 
learned or condition ed reactions base d on the experience 
that aggression is followed by punishment. Accordingly, if 
aggression is one of the most natural and common effects of 
frustration, observation to children's reaction to frustra-
tion should yieldclues concerning their expression of 
hostility in real l ife. 
Annaliese Korner gives us the reactions of several 
young children she studie d in ref erence to the results of 
frustration. She made three groupings as to re sp onse re-
sulting other than aggression: 
(l) Noncompliance, which in all cases was aimed 
at offsetting frustration experienced, in many cases, 
contained traces of hostility. 
'( 2) Feelings of guilt which appeared in place of 
unexpressed hostile impulses as a sequenc e to acts of 
hostility such as righting a committed or intended 
"wrong." 
(3) Evasion, withdrawal, regression, inhibition, 
rationalization, and accep tance. (lumped together be-
cause the y all deviate from hostility, ~he most direct 
and unlearne d response to frustration.) 
These are all reactions which are probably acquired in 
in the process of socialization. Previous experience, 
social conditioning, or fear of pain and punishment were 
? J. F. Brown, "Reactions of Psychiatric Patients in 
a Frustra ting S.ituation," Bulletin, Menninger Clinic, 3: 
p. 44, 1939. 
8 Ibid., P ' • 8? 
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probably strong factors in causing withdrawal, regression, 
and some of the other methods of adaptation. Rationaliza-
tiorrs often have a note of hostility and all "sour grapes" 
reactions have. 
Hartshorne and May as early as 1926 investiga ted the 
relationship between behavior and the knowledge of right 
9 and <vvrong, finding only low correlations between the two. 
M.D. Fite found t he same lack of correspondence bet~ een 
aggressive behavior and attitude toward aggression. 10 
Annaliese Korner found in her experiments that there 
are four distinct patterns of adaptation to hostile feel-
ings: 
{l) Children with strong hostility in all situa-
tions 
l2) Children with mild hostility in all situations 
{3) Children with strong hostility in play and 
little in actual behavior 
{4) Children with little hostility in play and 
strong hostility in life situationsll 
The first group maintained a continued and high level 
of frustration which constantly kept their hostilities "on 
tap" ready for expression. Neither life nor fantas y gave 
these children an opportunity to work out their hostile 
feelings. This may be described as a "character-conditioned" 
9 M. Hartshorne and M. A. May, "Testing the Knowledge 
of Right and Wrong," The Religious Education Association 
Monograph, 1: P. 72, 1927 
10 M. D. Fite, " Aggressive Behavior of Young Children 
and Children's Attitude Toward Aggression," Genetic Psy-
chology Monographs, 20: P. 151, 1940 
11 Ibi d ., p· . 114 
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response. In some, persiste nt aggression, even though it is 
c aused by external frustration, become s a fixed and habitual 
response. Children wi l l test how f a r t h ey can go without 
being punished. In such a situation, anx iety and a des i re 
to define reality limits seem to be driving forces behind 
the children's behavior. The behavior of the adult in 
resp onse to such a situation is all-important, and either 
tends to increase the expression of hostility or diminish 
it. In other words, undue severity or unrestrictive per-
missiveness both tend to increas e the expression of hostil-
ity and the underlying anxiety. The expression of hostility 
is e asi ly develop ed in a child who has an impulsive, overt-
ly hostile parent. The parent's behavior affords a child a 
justification for his own behavior. Very often the child 
f ancies his own aggression to be merely a retaliation to 
the hostility of the parent. In this way, the ch ild does 
n ot have to feel too guilty. He can be aggressive without 
an y need to curb his behavior an d therefore does not have 
to internalize it. Mutual exp losiveness, however, tends to 
fo s ter new frustrations and hostility. 
A child with "explosive" parents has no doubt about 
what their behavior will be i n regard to his ov;n behavior, 
and so f ee ls more secur e with them; his guilt and anxiety 
are relieved by punishment. 
The inability of a p arent to restrict a ch ild's be-
havior leads to constant "testing" on the part of the child. 
If a parent ignores a child's behavior, the child is apt 
to develop anxiety to an unbearable degree. Often snch a 
child begs for punishment over and over again so that a 
vicious circle ensues, whether the parent is helpless to act 
or ignores a child's behavior. 
Children with mild hostility toward others and strong 
hostility toward themselves live out most of their aggres-
s ions in fantasy life and so usually can adjust vvell to 
parental and cultural pressures. They can thus express 
hostility without any fear of punishment. Sometimes hos-
tility displayed in fantasy, however, can cause guilt and 
so start new tensions. 
Children with mild hostility toward themselves and 
strong hostility toward others are, of course, socially 
less ac ceptable. These children are apt to have temp er 
tantrums, be impulsive, easily provoked and resentful. 
Some of these children have probably fallen into a family 
pattern of behavior which is used as justification of the 
child's behavior. 
Dynamically speaking, punitive, rejecting, inconsistent, 
over-indulgent parents ca~e hostile, provocative behavior 
in t heir children which in part is retaliation but which 
also is manifested to test t h e pati enc e and acceptance of 
the p arents. The parent then feels justified in becoming 
an·gry and we have another vicious circle. 
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The adolescent finds himself in a state of conflict 
between growing up and remaining a child. This tends to 
arouse a great deal of anxiety. According to psychoanalytic 
theory, all symptomatic acts should be viewed as serving in 
one wa y or another as mechanisms of defense against anxiety. 
A child showing hostility either in fantasy or real 
life may be a better adjusted child than one who out of 
anxiety and guilt suppresses that hostility, but this thesis 
deals necessarily only with those children who have acted 
out their hostility and have come through this into con-
flict with society. Vice versa, a child who is able to con-
trol his resentment without too much strain may make a 
more mature adjustment than a child who is compelled to 
give vent to all his hostilities. Expression of hostility 
may therefore be a favorable as well as an unfavorable sign 
of a child's emotional adjustment. 
E. M. Knight in her comparison between the parental 
a t titudes of nine aggre9sive and nine submissive children 
stated: 
The homes of the submissive chil dren V'lere asser-
tedly harmonious while they were markedly unharmonious 
in the aggressive group. The parental adjustment was 
not significantly different in the two groups. Parental 
attitudes toward the submissive and aggressive children 
were singularly alike. Marked differences appeared 
however in the maternal attitudes which in the sub-
missive group were almost entirely overprotective and 
I 
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in the aggressive group markedly rejective.l2 
Newell published two studies on maternal rejection. 
He drew the following conclusions from his second study: 
Boys are aggressive when either or both parents• 
hand l ing is consistently hostile. Girls are aggres-
sive when either or both parents• handling is am-
bivalent or whe~ the father is hostile. Boys are 
submissive when either parent is consistently pro-
tective. Girls are submissive when fathers ·are pro-
tective or ambivalent. Boys show mixed behavior1~hen either or both parents are consistently hostile. 
The objective situation is of much less importance for 
the psychological development of an individual than was 
formerly considered. One is unable to attach to environ-
mental factors the value of supreme agents in determining 
the psychic reactions when we see every possible human 
attitude and reaction blamed or used by different persons 
as the determining element for the inadequacy or faulty be-
havior symptoms presented. The actual external factors 
play a much less i mp ortant part in the production of be-
havior symptoms than we are ap t t o think when one person 
considers being the oldest child and another the youngest 
child as being the cause of maladjustment, while a third 
12 E. M. Knight, "A Descriptive Comparison of Markedly 
Aggressive and submissive Children." Thesis at the Smith 
College School For Social Work. Abstract, Smith College 1 
studies in Social Work, 1933, p. 168 \ 
13 H. W. Newel'I';-"A Further Study of Maternal Rejection," 1 
.American .Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 6: pp. 5?6-589, 1936. 11 
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person attributes it to being in the middle position and a 
fourth person blames it on being an only child. One person 
blames a too strict father, another a too yielding one or a 
weak and too affectionate mother. 
This does nqt mean that the effect of the parents upon 
the child is to be discounted entirely, for this influence 
is decidedly influencing on a child. 
Susan Isaacs feels that guilt and anxiety in children 
are less dependent on parental teachings than is commonly 
assumed. She says 
The question as to whether or not these fears of 
punishment and t he sense of guilt develop spontaneous-
ly in the child's mind or are entirely due to teaching 
and adult prestige is one which we have been able to 
appraise and understand through the light which 
psychoanalysis has thrown on the early stages of 
development ••••• It has become definitely established, 
although this conclusion is so surprising to liberal 
e duca tors, that the sense of guilt or more strictly, 
the deeper anxieties that repre s ent the primi tive 
forerunners of the sense of guilt do develop spon-
t aneously in the child's mind whatever be the precise 
nature of his educational experiences. The environ-
ment can, of course, greatly foster and overstimulate 
the sense of guilt by overstrict treatment ••..• But, in 
essence, the sense of guilt is inherent in the funda-
mental interactions between human mental structure and 
inevitable early experiences.l4 
S ince rejection and acceptance of a child by his parents 
influence this development of his personality, it might be 
well to define these two terms. When is a parent rejecting? 
14 Susan Isaacs, Social Development in Young Children, 
p · . 371 
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When he or she shows no interest in his or her child, has 
no time for him, subjects hLm to unfavorable comparison 
with his siblings, nags and scolds him without sufficient 
reason, cruelly punishes him physically, gives him too much 
supervision, or never wanted him at birth. When is a parent 
accepting? When he or she wants the child at birth, is in-
terested in his games, hobbies, and ambitions, speaks well 
of him, is demonstrative toward him, gives him loving care, 
and respects and trusts him. 
It is in consideration of the community problem that 
the origins and significance of aggressive acts in child-
hood can be brought out most clearly. 
Gardner compares the relationship between aggressive 
juvenile criminal acts and normal acts and their relation-
ship with neurotic acts. He says tha t if we differentiate 
between neurotic children and non-neurotic children, we 
say that the former need diagnosis and treatment and the 
latter only discipline and punishment. He gives seven 
propositions of conceptions relative to neurotic behavior 
which are equally applicable to delinquent behavior. 
(l) All behavior is designed to fulfill some bio-
logical need of the organism. 
{2) Since complete and instantaneous fulfillment 
of biological needs is impossible in most human beings, 
the individual is subjected to blocks and frustrations 
and delays in fulfillment. Hence, behavior is a com-
uromise between the instinctual biological needs and 
demands of the community and of other human beings with 
whom a uerson comes in contact. ( 3') There are only two criteria by which to 
16 
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measure human behavior -- tha t s a tisfying to the organ-
ism and that satisfying to the community. 
(4) Psychiatrically we label behavior which is 
satisfying or typical as non-psychotic, non-neurotic, 
and non-criminal and vice versa. 
(5) Neurotic or delinquent behavior is in some de-
gree disabling. 
{6) Genetic concept of aggression. 
l7) Disabling feature or element of n eurotic or 
delinquent behavior is persistence into a later stage 
of development of type of behavior or manner of ful-
filling a need of attaining a plea sure that was at 
an earlier stage, "normal." This is vestigial be-
havior.l5 
A delinquent act is but a special type -- a s yndrome 
wi thin the group designated as "the neuroses." Difficulty 
in this h as been our inability or unWillingness to apply 
the instinct theory in our considera tion of the delinquent 
'I 
as we have with the neurotic. We ha ve in psychoanalytical 
theories approached human behavior as if it \'l'ere nj.oti vated 
by t wo such forces -- the sex instinct and the instinct of 
aggression. Delinquent acts, however, in ninety per cent 
of cases, according to Dr. Gardner,are an expression of ag-
gre s sive rather than s ex drives.l6 
Between seventy and ninety per cent of behavior bring-
ing chil dren to the courts has to do with stealing. 17 Can 
stealing, an aggressive act, also be justly labeled 
''neurotic"? 
15 Geor ge E. Gardner, "The Community and t he Aggre s sive 
Child," Mental Hygiene, 33: 539- 542, 09tob er, 1949 
16 Ibid.,~. 542 
17. I b i d • , ~ • 54 3 
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Most of us think of aggression as brushing aside things 
that get in our way, but it is really a vital, internal in-
stinctive drive clamoring incessantly for repeated expres-
sion that in itself must be pleasurable and therefore dif-
fioult to modify or repress. 
The aggressive act in its simplest form is a destruc-
tive act in that we act either to destroy an external ob-
ject or to incorporate it. Stealing, the major element of 
all delinquent behavior, would appear to be just such a 
destructive act since it involves taking to ourselves the 
prop erty of another. 
It is not possible to account for children who have 
everything and yet steal and those who come from impov-
erished homes and do not. The other causes of stealing are 
multiple -- poor training, deprivation, rejection, and so 
on. The passive recipient delinquents are the more aggres-
sive sometimes actually, although the overtly aggressive 
individuals seem to be. 
"The young boy strongly and actively turns toward 
reality, while the girl lingers for a longer period and to 
a greater degree in her fantasy life.n18 This fantasy life 
takes on a decided sexual aspect which is very important in 
the girl's emotional growth. The many conflicts surround-
18 Helene Deutsch, M.D., The Psychology of Women, 
Vo 1 • I , p· • 244 
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ing the awakening sexual urges and the other problems of 
adolescence such as the struggle for emanicipation from the 
parent~ _, for instance, all become involved in these fantasies. 
Sometimes fantasy life in adolescence is acted out, although 
it usually manifests itself in neurotic symptoms. The ado-
lescent girl who is unable to identify with her mother may 
seek to identify with unwholesome objects - - relationshi ps 
outsi de t he family. 
As the girl enters into adolescence and struggles 
t hrough this vi tal phase, emotionally insecure and confused, 
she becomes very ambivalent toward her parents. Her sex 
dr ive and conflicts come to the fore, the Oedipal conflicts 
are exacerbated and fantasies become stronger. There are 
many upsetting circumstances that can enter into a girl's 
emotional life and development, leading her into sexual 
delinquencies, especially if the mother is aggressive, un-
loving, and domineering. Because of an unresolved Oedipal 
situation in these cases, these girls often look for father 
figures toward whom to express their love for their fathers. 
In this way they punish both parents for failing to give 
them the love they have needed. 
Neurotic symptoms such as temper tantrums, enuresis, 
and nail biting em:ploye d in childhood to meet frustrations 
are often replaced in adolescence by promiscuous behavior 
by girls~ ~ 
il 
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CHAPTER III 
BACKGROill'JD OF GROUP 
Some general information about the group of adolescents 
studied is desirable before going on \nth a presenta tion and 
evaluation of individual case records. 
Table I shows the sex, age distribution, intelligence 
quotients, and nationality and religious background of the 
fifteen boys and five girls included in this study. 
The mean age is thirteen and five-tenths years. The 
maximum age for the Children's Unit at the .Metropolitan 
State Hospital is sixteen years. 
Intelligence -- Psychological tests were administered 
to all the children studied. Three boys are in the feeble-
minded group, two boys in the borderline group, two boys 
and a girl in the dull normal group, five boys and two girls 
in the low average group, one boy and one girl in the high 
average group, and two boys and a girl in the superior 
group. 
School Attainment and Adjustment -- The grade range for 
the group studied was from the third t hrough the eleventh 
grade. The mean grade for the group was the seventh which 
is only slighly below the average school attainment. None 
of the children had left school, as the maximum age for 
compulsory school attendance in Massachusetts is sixteen. 
Although an equal amount of information in the case 
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TABLE I 
SEX, AGE, INTELLI GENGE QuorriENrrs, AND NATIONALITY 
AND RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF GROUP STUDIED 
I 
Case Sex Age I. Q. Nationality Religion 
No Fa. Mo. Fa. Mo. 
1 M 12 93 Pol. Port. p p 
2 M 11 92 Eng. Eng. p p 
3 M 12 72 It. Ir. c c 
4 M 15 112 Ga. Eng. p p 
5 M 13 57 Port. Pol. c c 
6 F 15 111 Ga. Eng. p p 
7 M 15 65 It. It. c c 
8 F 13 99 Ga. Ga. p p 
9 M 12 96 Ga. Eng. p p 
10 M 14 93 Ga. Eng. p p 
11 F 14 9? Eng. Ir. c c 
12 M 14 8? Eng. Ir. c c 
13 F 15 88 Can. Can. p p 
14 M 15 90 Ir. Can. c c 
I 15 M 
14 102 Ga. Eng. p p 
16 M 12 60 Ir. Ir. c c 
1? M 14 113 Sco. Eng. p p 
II 
18 M 14 ?5 Ir. Ir. c c 
19 M 12 80 Ir. Ir. c c 
20 F 14 108 Lith. Lith. c c 
Abbreviations 
I l£ng .----English Pol.----Polish 
P----Protestant 
Ir.-----Irish Port.---Portuguese C----Roman or 
It.-----Italian Can.----Canadian Greek Catholic 
Ga. -----German Sco.----Scotch 
Lith.---Lithuanian 
I 
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records was not obtainable on the school adjustment, with 
the information available, it was possible to learn that 
six of the adolescents made a good school a djustment, ten 
a poor one, and four a fair adju stment. Three vvere marked 
truancy problems and t wo truanted occasionally. 
Social Adjustment -- The social adjustment of this 
group was determined through the aid of data based on the 
social histories, the ps ychiatrist's reports, and the 
psychological evaluations and is shown on Table II. 
Nine adolescents studied Showed a poor relationship 
with both adults and children in their ovvn age group. Four 
'I of these were boys who were revealed to have homosexual 
I conflicts that probably har~ered their relationships with 
/ girls because of their unconscious fears. Very unwholesome 
home environments were largely responsible in all these 
cases for the inability of the children in this group to 
adjust well to others. 
Only one child showed a good relationship to others in 
general. Four showe d indications of being able to relate 
well or fairly well with children in their own age group 
but not with adults. 
Nationality and Religious Background -- Three of the 
adolescents are. of Irish parentage, one of Italian, one 
Lithuanian, one Canadian, one German, one English, and the 
rest mixed. Ten are of Catholic parentage, and ten of 
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I Protestant parentage. None comes from a home of mixed re-
ligion. Only four of the group come from homes where re-
1i 
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I ligion plays a part in the life of its members. 
Marital Situa tion of Parents -- In regard to the marital I 
situa tion in each child's home, Table III was compi~~d 
which includes in addition the economic status of the home. 
This information was gathered entirely from the case ma-
terial available. 
In six of the eight hous ehol ds where father and mother 
were living together, poor relationships of long standing 
seem to have existed. 
In two records, there was no indication of any friction 
existing between the parents, and it therefore may be as-
sumed that there was no trouble. 
The incompatabi l i ty of the parents had various effects 
on the children; such as, inconsistency in tra ining and 
discipline, emotional ties to one parent and rejection of 
the other, and poor identification material offered by the 
parental figures. In one case, . t~e . paJ;en:t~ , :VV i;~b.: , the aid 
of alcohol and paregoric so reduced their inhibit1on~ ~s 
to attempt to work out their sexual problems using their 
daughter. In one case, the mother assmned t he role of ex-
treme overprotection and the fath er the role of aggressive, 
domineering person, causing the child to strongly identify 
with t he feminine si de of the family, gradually building 
~ re and more tension a ainst his father. In another 
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TABLE II 
I 
SOCLU ADJ1JST~vD£1'JT OF ADOLES C.i!.NTS STUDIED 
With With With With 
Girls Boys Men Women 
l. Francis s. Fair Poor Poor Fair 
2. Gloria Poor Poor Poor Poor 
3. Barbara Poor Poor Poor Poor 
4. Francis M. Poor Poor Poor Poor 
5. J ame s L. Poor Poor Poor Poor 
6. Hugh Good Good Good Good 
7. William Poor Poor Poor Poor 
8. Fred Good Good Poor Poor 
9. Virginia Good Poor Poor 1'oor 
10. James H. Good Good Poor Poor 
11. Kenny Fair Fair Poor Poor 
12. Willette Fair Poor Poor Poor 
13. Edwin Fair Fair Poor Poor 
I 
14 . Robert Poor Poor Poor Poor 
15. Donald Poor Poor Poor Poor 
16. Francis w. Good Good Fair Good 
17. Helen Poor Poor Poor Poor 
I 
18. Richard Poor Fair Fair Fair 
19. James F. Poor Poor Poor Poor 
20. Lawrence Fair Poor .H'a ir "' Poor 
*with t he exception of his 
father 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE III 
MARITAL .AND ECONOMIC STATUS OF NINETEEN FAMILIES 
OF ADOLESCENTS STUDIED 
Mari t al Status Number Per Cent Economic Status 
of Parents Mar g. Av. Above Av. 
Living Together 8 42.11 4 4 0 
Divorced 3 1 5 .79 3 0 0 
Separated 4 21.05 4 0 0 
Father Dead 3 15.79 2 0 1 
Mother Dead 0 oo. oo 0 0 0 
Both Parents Dead 0 oo. oo 0 0 0 
Father Unknown 1 5 .26 1 0 0 
Tota l 19 100.00 . 14 4 1 
One ch i l d is adopted an d sta tus of adop tive parents is 
given. 
Tvvo case s of separ ation we r e f orced. One f a t her is in 
prison. 
In t hr ee cas es t here i s a step-fa t her. 
I n t wo cases t here is a s tep-mother 
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case, the mother was also quite protective of her son and 
definitely stated that she would prefer to be rid of her 
husb and than her son if it came to a choice. This, coupled 
with the f a ct that the bo y has not been able to identify 
with his father because of his weak personality and physical 
illness, and the fact that the father has had sexual rela-
tions with the boy, has built up a tremendous amount of ag-
gression in the boy against both parents. One girl's 
marked maladjustment was felt to be caused primarily by her 
mother's instability. In one of the girls studied, it was 
felt that the home situation of an unstable father who was 
erratic in his relationship to his wife and child, coupled 
with strong sibling rivalry with an older sister were 
responsible for her maladjustment. One of the boys studied 
has an alcoholic father and a moth er who is not interested 
in her family as a result of which he has a high feeling of 
inadequacy and a very low score in relation to the sphere 
of family emotion. 
The remaining eleven19 households were incomplete in 
various ways. Three sets of parents were divorced and 
four separated. In three cases the father vvas dead. One 
child was adopted, and the status of his adop tive parents 
is given in Table III. Two of the cases of separation were 
19 Two boys were brothers, and therefore only nineteen 
families are involved. 
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forced, one father being in pri son and another a patient in 
a mental hospital. In three cases, there is a step-father, 
and in two, a step-mother. One of the children is illegiti-
mate and his father is unknown. 
Table III also shows that in reference to the economic 
status of the group, fourteen families were in the margin-
al category, four in the average, and only one in the above 
average group. 
Six of the families studied were receiving Aid to 
Dependent Children. FiVe of the children studied either 
were in foster homes a t the time of their cammitment to 
the Metropolitan State Hospital or had been at one time or 
another because of parental neglect. Since ?0 per cent of 
the adolescents come from homes with marginal income, the 
lack of family income was found to be an influencing factor 
in the emotional difficulties of these children. 
S iblings -- Sibling rivalry was found in three cases. 
In t wo of these, it was rather intense. All of t he patients 
had siblings, the number ranging from one to s even. In 
only four ca ses were the patients the oldest children, while 
in five families they were the youngest. The others oc-
cup ied positions in the middle. 
Some psychoanalytic literature te l ls us that girls 
sometimes become promiscuous because of identific ation with 
an older sister who marries or has a boy friend. No in-
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stance of this could be discovered in t he five girls studied. 
Behavior Problems Bringing Children Into Court -- All 
of t h e patients were referred by various courts before whom 
the y had been brought for anti-social behavior. In some 
c ases more t han one problem was in dicated. 
Running away was responsible for the coming before a 
court of t wo boys and a girl. Stealing was the main or 
only factor in the cases of six bo ys and one girl. Pro-
miscuity was the cause of two girls' coming be fore t h e 
c ou r t. Patricide was responsible for one boy's coming be-
f ore the court, attempted murder another, and assault on a 
fifteen- year-old girl with a knife, another. One boy was 
brought before the court after a homosexual incident with 
an older man, another for sexual perversions practiced on 
younger boys and girls. The remainder were brought into 
c ourt on stubborn child complaints. Truancy and violent 
temp er tantrums were contributing causes in several in-
stances. 
To summarize the findings on the fifteen boys and five 
girls studied: 
The age range was from eleven through fifteen years 
with t h e mean age at thirteen years and six months. All of 
the a dolescents except eight were of average intelligence 
or b e tter. Three boys were foun d to be feebleminded, and f 
t wo boys in the borderline group. All of the boys and girls 
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were in school, the mean school grade being the seventh. 
Only six of the patients studied h ad made a good school ad-
j us tment, while only four showed a fair adjustment and ten 
a poor adjustment. In six of the eight homes where the 
p arents were living together, there were strained marital 
relations. Six households were incomplete in not having 
both p arents or a step-parent present. The economic situa-
tion was marginal in fourteen of the nineteen households 
studied. All of the adolescents had siplings, and there 
was noteworthy sibling rivalry in three cases. Only in one 
case did both parents appear to be affectionate, understand-
ing, and mature people. Stealing, running away, p romiscuity, 
and stubbornness were the most frequent causes of appe arances · 
before the court. Both of the two promiscuity cases were 
girls. However, their sexual delinquency was f ound to be 
only one more expression of their disturbed personalities 
which had produced problematic behavior of one type or an-
other t hroughout all the phases of their personality develop-
ment. 
Table I indicates the number of bo ys and girls studied, 
their ages, intelligence quotients, and nationality and re-
ligious backgrounds. 
Table II indicates the social adjustment of the adoles-
cents studied. 
Table III indicates the marital and economic status of 
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the nineteen families studied. 
From each case abstract were selected all behavior 
symptoms which, according to the literature, could be con-
strued as manifestations of hostility. These have been 
tabulated iiil Table IV, and the writer has tried to indicate 
on this table the degree of severity of each of tnese symp-
toms, as well as the frequency, whether the child showed 
mild or severe hostility in all situations, and whether the 
pattern seemed to be one of strong hostility toward self 
and mixed hostility toward others or vice versa. 
I I 
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T.A13LE IV 
FRE9.UENCY Ai!TD Il~'I'E:~!SITY OF HAliTFESTATIOlTS OF HOSTILITY 
Name A :B c D E F G H I Total. Gr. I J K L M '!'I 0 tp ~ Total Gr. II Grand Tot. Cate.e:. I Francis S. 3 3 6 3 3 3 3 12 18 a 
I Gloria 3 3 6 3 3 9 a 
-
:B~bara 0 J 3 6 6 a. 
Francis t-1. 0 3 3 3 3 12 12 a 
James L. 2 2 2 2 4 6 b 
Hugh 1 1 1 1 2 3 b 
William 2 2 4 1 2 1 4 8 b 
Fred 2 3 5 2 2 1 1 6 11 c 
I Virginia 2 2 0 2 c 
James H. 1 3 3 7 2 3 5 12 c 
KeP..ny 3 1 3 2 9 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 17 26 d 
I Wil;Lette 2 2 3 3 5 d 
Edwin 1 1 3 2 3 2 10 11 d 
Robert 2 ' L~ 3 3 3 9 13 d 
Donald ":: 1 ; 5 3 ~ 3 1 2 9 14 d 
Francis Ttl. 3 2 1 7 2 3 1 6 13 d 
I 
II 
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COI!TINUATI O:N OF TABLE IV 
Name 1 A f3p~~)r~~ Total, Gr.I J K L M ~ 
Helen I 3 I I I I I I I ~ 6 2 1 p 
Richard I I I I I 1 2 3 
James F. I I I I I ~ 3 3 2 
La,'/rence I I I 3 ~ 6 2 3 1 
TOTAL 1151 9 ~ ~ 11-1 ~ LI 4 3~3 77 27 9Pl 12 P-1 
Average and median no. of symptoms per child: 
I. Manif estations Against Self: 
A. Temper Tantrums 
B. Enuresis 
c. Sui cidal Attempt 
D. Soil i ng 
E. 1-Tail Biting 
F. Daydreaming 
G. Masturbation 
H. Night Terrors 
I. Sexual Promiscuity or Perversion 
1. Occgsional Occurrence of Symptoms 
2. More Frequent and Intense Occurrence 
3· Excessive Occurrence 
p iP Rl Total, Gr. II I Grand Tot. I Categ. 
b b 12 18 I d 
5 6 I d 
t3 I I I 8 I 11 I d 
37 
3 I 9 I 15 I d 
1~ llJ 142 I 219 
10.9; per boy: 11. 9; per girl: 8 
II. Manifestations Agai nst Others: 
J. Fighting and Assaultiveness 
K. Homicide or Attempt 
L. Stealing 
M. Runni ng Away 
N. Destructiveness 
0. Defiance 
P. Rivalry 
Q.. Truancy 
a . Strong Host i l ity i n All Cases 
b . Mild Hostili ty i n All Case s 
c. Stronger Hostility To1"1'ard Self 
d .• Stronger Hostili ty To\-rard Ot hers 
IJl 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF CASES 
The cases will be presented in four groups. The first 
group, consisting of four cases, are those showing strong 
hostility in all situations. The second group of three 
cases show mild hostility in all situations. The t h ird 
group consists of three cases showing stronger hostility 
toward self than toward others. The fourth and largest 
group by far, ten cases, all show greater hostility toward 
others than toward themselves. 
The major factors which will be emphasized in the ca se 
summaries are age at time of commitment, reason for commit-
ment, diagnosis, family background, includi~g significant 
emotional and physical breakdowns, parental attitudes and 
personality make-up, the subject's _personality and ob served 
behavior, with especial regard to manifestations of hostil-
,' 
ity, prior to and after hos p italization, environmental con-
ditions, the success of treatment, and suggestions. 
It is recognized that apparent aggression against 
others is frequently an indirect expression of hostility 
against oneself (in bringing on punishment); the division 
was made, however, by taking into consideration only the 
I! 
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overt m.ahifestations of hostility. \1 
r All the individuals in Group III except one showed I 
\1 hostility toward others as well a s tovvard themselves, and ! 
1, I 
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all in Group IV except two showed hostility toward them-
selves as well as others. Group I subjects showed hostil-
ity against both themselves and others, except three, show-
ing how difficult it is sometimes to establish hard and 
fast lines between categories, one person frequently cut-
ting across several in behavior patterns. An exa~ple of 
this is Kenny with his suicidal att~npts and nail biting 
on one hand and assault and stealing on the other. The 
division was made for the classification into the four 
groups according to the group into which most of the sub~ 
ject's manifestations of hostility fell. This explains why 
Fred is in Group III with a symptom of stealing whereas 
Kenny is in Group IV, having snatched a lady's purse. 
Group I 
The fol l owing cases show strong hostility in all situ-
ations: 
Case 1. 
---
Francis M., a fairly well-developed, White Roman 
Catholic, thirteen-year-old boy of Polish and Portu-
gese descent vvas admitted to the hospital on a stubborn 
child complaint made by his parents. His developmental 
history is sketchy. However, we know that at the age 
of eight months he was a rather sickly, undernourishe d 
infant. He had a tonsillectomy and an adenoidectomy 
at the age of two years, and was also treated for an 
e ye condition at this time. 1.1/hen he was three years 
old he had paracentesis of the right ear, and, a short 
time later, received a lacerated scalp. He had a 
second adenoidectomy at the age of thirteen. The medi-
cal record shows that he had frequent bilateral sup-
purative otitis. From the age of two he h as had fre-
quent colds. He has an intelligence quotient of fifty-
seven, and appears dull and emotionally unstable. He 
is the younger of two children. His brother, age 
fourteen, is making a good adjustment. 
Francis' mother is quite protective of him and 
would r a ther be rid of the f a ther than him if it came 
to a choice. The f a ther admits having had sexual re-
lations with his son. According to various observers, 
an atmosphere of hostility is always present when the 
boy and his father are together. According to the 
father, the boy is completely selfish as well as dis-
obedient. On one occasion he came home at eleven 
o'clock at night and ordered his mother to cook a 
s p aghetti dinner; since she was afraid of him, she did 
it. In the morning, when the boy is bad humoured, he 
fl a tly refuses to wash himself. He gets infuriated if 
his mother tries to force him, and on one occasion, 
attempted to strangle her. The source o f most of the 
arguments in the home is the boy's desire to h ave money 
to hir e a bicycle or p lay a pin ball ma chine with his 
f riends. Refused the money, he is thrown into a vio-
lent rage. From the age of twelve, the boy's parents 
have been unable to control him. He is a marked nail 
biter. 
During his period of observation a t the hospital, 
Francis ha s made a very good adjustment. In view of 
his assaultiveness, it was interesting to note that 
he was not involved in any assaultive episo des. He 
made obvious attemp t s to gain f avor with the ward per-
sonnel. On occasion he seemed mi l dly dep ressed. He 
did not participate very actively in group therapy. He 
was correctly oriented and had no delusions or hallu-
cinations. 
Like the physical exam i nation, the neurological 
examina tion was within normal limits. An e l ectro-
e nc ephalogram revealed much muscle tension particular-
l y in t he anterior le ads. 
The boy's f a ther never attended school and is 
illitera te. He was a laborer and contra cted a venereal 
diseas e in World War I and lost an eye as a result. 
Later, in a ddition to the optic atrop h y , it was dis-
covered that he had tabi e s dorsalis. S ince becoming 
blind, the father has been acutely afraid of being left 
alone and has developed marked nervousne ss. He thinks 
t he smallest mistake in his diet will cause him to die, 
an d he develops a chokin g sensation when he gets ex-
cited. The paternal grandfather is a p a tient in a men-
tal hosp ital and has b e en an excessive drinker. 
The patient's mother had a seventh gra de e duca-
tion, is a poor manager, a nd an inadequa te person in 
general. She has h a d to spend much of her time cater-
ing to her husband's invalidism. 
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It is felt that Francis rea cts vv ith hostility to a home 1\ 
situation in which all of the mother's time is taken up by 
a blind, as t~~atic, syphilitic father so that she has little ' 
!I 
time left for the children. Francis gives the impression 1 
' I 
of being bitter and resentful to~ard life -- a badly mal- 1 
a djusted chi l d living in a poor environment. I 
It is apparent becau s e of Franc is' mild depres sions II 
tha t he feels considerable guilt in regard to his as saul ti ve- l 
ness to·ward his mother. He is unable to clearly formulate 
the reas on for his aggression toward his mother, but it is 
quite clear tha t he much prefers her to the father. One 
gets the i mpression that he has gained some insight into 
the social implications of his behavior. He is inclined to 
regard his observation period at the hospital as a sample 
token of punishment and feels that he has to curb his ag-
gression so as to escap e h a ving to go to a correctional 
institution. He shows evidence of tenseness, hostility, 
and aggression in nail biting, fidgeting, and clasping and 
unclasping his hands constantly. 
Francis has had several tra umatic experiences, in-
eluding a tonsillectomy a nd adenoidectomy at the age of 
t wo years and a sec ond adenoidectomy at thirteen, a serious 
I 
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accident in which he received a lacerated scalp, suppurative I 
otitis, and sexual relations with his father. 
His refusal to wash himself is a manifestati on of an 
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anal-sadistic nature. His attempts to gain favor with the 
ward attendants appears to be a regression to an earlier 
period of development in which the normally reared child 
is made secure and happy in the affection of his parents. 
The entire home atmosphere is neurotically tinged be-
cause of the father's illness, and this appears rather 
definitely to be a case of emotional contagion, as it were. 
The patient was found to be without psychosis, the 
main cause of his aggressive behavior being his inability 
to tolerate his father's extreme invalidism, dependence, 
and nervous demands on the mother. A further factor may 
be his unsuccessful competition with his sibling who does 
much better work scholastically than he does. 
Case 2. 
---
Gloria was fourteen years old when she was re-
ferred to the Metropolitan State Hospital. During the 
two years immediately previous her personality had 
un dergone a complete change manifested by more pro-
nounced dullness and l istlessness, considerable sex pre-
occupation, lack of inhibition, staying out late at 
night, failure in school subjects and marked day dream-
ing. She was continually seeking the company of men 
in the factory districts, and it was because of her 
promiscuousness that she was brought before the court. 
She was born with a cleft palate and a harelip, 
but was ouerated upon for this condition vv-hen she was 
four ye ar~ old. The oper ation left her with a speech 
difficulty nevertheless. Up to the age of six when she 
was struck by a truck and received a head injury, she 
was a very active child with no neurotic trait~. She 
then became quiet and passive. No actual brain damage 
was proven however. During early childhood she had 
a lung abscess. Repeated x-rays showed no evidence of 
tuberculosis, although several siblings had died of it. 
Gloria was in the seventh grade when she was referred 
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to the hospital. She was failing in most of her sub-
jects, and her effort was poor although her conduct 
was good. She use d to attend church regularly, but 
then stopped because the ushers complained about her 
being noisy and te l ling sexy stories and using pro-
f anity during services. 
While at the hospital, Gloria showed a marked 
tendenc y toward preoccupation and withdr awal. She 
described a definite hallucinatory experience of audi-
tory and visual nature, indicating that her dea d 
brother had spoken to her and was responsible for 
stealing clothing from the ward. She showed inappro- I 
priate affect, smiling ~ and laughing,' but·was always I 
correctly oriented. · 
Her intelligence quotient on t he full sca le 
Wechsler Bellevue test was found to be ninety-nine. II 
Marked feelings of inadequacy were shown on the ad- jl 
justment questionnaire. Also shown were conflicts in ~~ 
family emotions, many neurotic traits, and an attempt 1, 
to run away rather than resolve frustrating situations. 11 
The physical examination shovved a poorly developed, ,. 
somewhat undernourished girl with a scar from the hare-
lip operation. The electroencephalogram showed a I 
rather diffuse low voltage fast activity and only 
slight breakdown in overbreathing. The record was 
classified as borderline abnormal. 
Gloria was diagnosed as insane and regularly 
committed to the hospital, 
Gloria's father came from a mining district in 
the South. Because of a back injury, he has worked 
only irregularly for the past thirty years. His last 
work was as a counter man. He has a long court record 
for drunkenness and assault and battery. He is felt 
by his wife to be more of a weak than a vicious 
character. She has indicated that he practiced acts 
of sexual perversion on her at vari ous times. When 
Gl oria was seven years old, her parents were divorced. 
About a year ago, her father was still in State Prison 
on a drunkenness charge. There have been sever-al 
episodes of murder in the paternal background. 
Gloria's mother had an eighth grade education. 
She had an unhappy chi l dhood with a very domineering 
grandmother. She was hospitalized twice for tubercu-
losis, and twelve years ago was found wandering on 
the Vlest Boston Bridge suffering from amnesia and in-
tending to jump into the water. Observa tion a t the 
Boston Psychopathic Hosp ital yielded a diagnosis of 
ps ychoneurosis with rea ctive depression. Five days 
af t er her divorce she married again saying it was to 
\l 
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obtain custod y of her five children who had been given 
into the custody of the Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children by the Juvenile Court. Six years 
later she divorced her second husband, saying it was 
mainl y for sexual incompatability. The mother's only 
court record was when s he was charged with the neglect 
of her children. 
Gloria's step-father is now serving a six to ten 
year sentence in State Prison as a culmination of a 
long court record of murder, drunkenness, neglect of 
chi ldren, non-supuort, abuse, and indecent assault. 
He had been found to be a menace in the comraunity, 
irritable, unpredictable, end ps ychopathic. He was 
cruel to his family with the exception of Gloria who 
was his favorite. 
The psychosis of t his p atient was characterized by 
mild withdrawal, preoccupation which was largely sexual in 
n a t ure, vague hallucinatory experiences of an auditory and 
visu al charac t er and a t endenc y toward blocking. This 
p s ychotic action most ne arly app roached a schizophrenic 
disorder. It was felt by the staff t hat in t he com..'1lunity 
t he ch i ld would p robabl y become more involved in sexual 
a c tivity and preoccupation, and it was f or this reason t hat 
a regular commitment to the hospital was recommended and 
followed through. 
Glor i a comes f rom an exceedingly unwho l esome family 
environment. Both h er f ather and step-fa ther had long 
court records and were abusive to the mo t her and children. 
Both were divorced by t he moth er who has a record replete 
with nume r ous pregnanci es, many illegitimate, stillbirths, 
miscarri ages, and abortions. It is little wonder that 
from t he time the pa tient was six ye ars old, which is about 
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defensive. The symptoms became exacerbated when the child 
reach puberty. She feels that the world is against her 
family and that her family is against her. She is com-
pletely discouraged and demoralized. It is conceivable 
that some of her maladjustment may have been caused by her 
speech difficulty, but her abnormal upbringing is felt to 
be by far the greatest contributing "factor. 
Barbara Jean, a fifteen-year-old adolescent, was 
referred to the Metropolitan State Hospital for ob-
servation because she was extremely defiant to her 
mother and seemed to be emotionally disturbed. She 
had previously been on probation for her attitude 
toward her mother and truancy, and a plan was worked 
out for her to work part time and to go to continua-
tion school; this was not successful. She and her 
mother continued to have many arguments. After one 
of these, Barbara Jean left home and stayed out all 
night. She s l ept in a parked car. Before she left 
home that night, she was struck by her father in 
anger for disobedience. The parents were advised to 
make a stubborn child complaint after which they had 
marked guilt reactions. 
Barbara Jean is the second of four children. Her 
health is good except for defective vision and a heart 
murmur which is a residual of rhellij).atic fever. There 
was no abnormality of birth or early development. She 
entered kindergarten at the age of five and repeated 
the third, fourth, and seventh grades. Following an 
atta ck of scarlet fever complicated by rheumatic fever, 
she was unable to attend school for two years and had 
a ho~e teacher. She was receiving very poor marks 
in t he seventh grade when she was transferred to con-
tinuation school. She had been present a hundred and 
twelve sessions and absent a hundred and sixty-nine. 
Her f a ther had a sixth grade education and has 
been a painter all his life. He has been emp loyed 
' 
irregularly, however, because of gambling and drinking. 
He is quick tempered and impulsive and neglec-ts his 
responsibility toward his family when he drinks and 
gambles. He is very strict with the children, es-
pecially Barbara Jean, toward whom he is inclined to 
yell and whom he has often struck when she has di a-
obeyed him, although she is his favorite child. 
Her mother had two years of high school. She 
left home because of the meanness of her step-father. 
Her parents were divorced when she was nine years 
old; this was because of the father's excessive drink-
ing. She was an attendant for six years before her 
marriage. She has a history of promiscuity and boast-
ing of her love affairs. She was married six weeks 
before the birth of her first child. She is inclined 
to blruae her husband for much of Barbara Jean's be-
havior. 
Barbara is extremely resentful toward her parents and 
indirectly toward authority in general. This has subsided 
somewhat since she first came to the hospital. She ex-
presses much of her hostility tmvard her parents in terms 
of t heir preference for her older sister, Dorothy. In 
group therapy she has been extremely co-operative, always 
remaining, however, at a very superficial level of inter-
action. It was quite apparent that she has a very limited 
insight and deals with things in a quite materialistic way. 
She is not insane, her diagnosis being~ primary be-
hav i or disorder of childhood, conduct disturbance. It is 
felt that she makes a social appearance better than her 
intellectual capacity, her intelligence quotient being 
eighty-eight. The home situation has been most unwholesome 
with an unstable father, erratic in his relations with his 
i wife and children, strong sibling rivalry with Dorothy, 
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with some degree of favoritism shown the latter due to her 
poor health, and an emotionally immature and generally in-
adequate mother. 
The father has f ormed a strong attachment to Barbara 
Je an and expresses an extremely ambivalent attitude toward 
her, sometime s resulting in physical abusiveness. Super-
vision over the parents' combined handling of Barbara Jean, 
since their understan ding is very superficial, appears to 
be the best p lan of action. 
Case 4. 
Francis M., a poorly develope d , slightly under-
nourished adolescent of fourteen \tith poor vision was 
referr ed to the hospital for observa tion by t he court 
after breaking an d entering and larceny a t night. 
Five years previously, he an d his brother were bef ore 
t he court on a larceny charge. They were found de-
linquent and recommitted to the Departme nt of Public 
Welfare under whose custody the y had been for six 
months t he ye ar before, after they and their siblings 
h ad been adjudicated neglected. 
Francis' birth and early development were normal. 
He had the usual childhood diseases with no behavioral 
results. An electroencephalogram reve a led borderline 
abnormal tr a cing. Attempts to correct visual defects 
have resulted in t he glasses' alwa ys being broken.The 
first grade was repeated and t h en Fr ancis was p l a ced 
in a special class f or two years. Follovving this, he 
was placed in the second grade and then returned to 
t he spe cial class where he is now. He h as an intelli-
gence quotient of seventy-five. He h as always truanted 
f rom school even though his mother brought him across 
the street to school. At school he is a poor mixer, 
fights, and has f or hi s only friend an intellectually 
retar ded boy who is disliked by other members of the 
class. .E'rancis' poor rela t ionships with h is con-
temporaries may be due in part to his being of Irish 
des cent and living in an Italian neighborhood. 
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The neighborhood in which Francis lives is com-
prised of old, badly run-dovm buildings. His fa~ily 
lives in a three-room apartment, although it consists 
of seven members. His father drinks heavily, and his 
mother is not interested in the family. 
Whi l e at the hosp ital, he was somewhat mis-
chieyous. Occasionally, he became involved in alter-
cations with other bo ys. He is somewhat slow to 
resp on d and must be constantly supervised. A moderate 
degree of hyperac ti vi ty v;~as noted, p articularly in 
group t herapy where he seldom sat still, fidgeted, 
and ta l ked at great length about his stealing. 
His father had an eighth grade education and 
s pent one year in the navy. He is a painter and also 
serves as a s p ecial policeman in a local theater. He 
is easy going and somewhat irresponsible. He was in 
court on ·a stubborn chi l d complaint and in later 
years h a s been before the court for larceny, drunken-
ness, and neglect of his children. He seems to have 
straightened himself out to a certain extent in re-
cent years and appears to be concerned over Francis 
a l though unable to control him. 
Francis' mother had a sixth grade education, 
leaving sdhool to supplement the family income. She 
married Francis' father after their first child's 
birth. She is lackadaisical, dull, and silly; she 
has alway s neglected her home and family. Six years . 
ago she was convicted of negl ect of her children with 
her husband and placed on probation for two years. 
Francis is the third of five living children. 
His next older brother has been in court sever al times 
for larceny and running away. 
Francis has a high feeling of inadequa cy and a lso 
h as a very low score in rela tion to the s p here of family 
ties and fami l y emotion. His visual i mpairment emp hasizes 
his strik i n g physica l inadequacy. In his stealing ep isodes, 
he has usually been t h e dup e and has been cheated out of 
his promised share of t h e p roceeds. 
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In view of the very inadequate supervision af f ord- I! 
ed in t h is boy's home, it is likely that he wi l l repeat his I 
delinquencies. He l a cks suf f icient judgment to keep out of 
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difficulty. There would appe a r to be a poor therapeutic 
p rogno s is f rom a group standp oint, but group therapy in a 
restrictive set t ing might be t h e answer to this boy's 
problem. 
Summarizing statement on Group I: 
In each of the four cases in this group, the person-
alties, behavior, and attitudes of t h e parents towa rd the 
p a tients studied were unwholesome and not at all conducive 
to normal p ersonality development. The re a ction of the 
adolescents depended, to a great extent, on t heir relation-
s hip with their parents, as is tru e with any chi ld growing 
up , esp e cially duri ng adolescence when we have all of the 
conflicts of the Phallic period exacerbated. The two girls 
were unable to find in their mothers t he secure an d sta ble 
support so essential in allowing them to form a wholesome 
a du l t i dent ifica tion, an d t l1e s ame vva s true o f the two 
bo y s in r elat i on to t hei r fa t hers. The r e sult was runn ing 
away, steal ing, sexual p romiscuity, truancy, and the other 
manifestations of hostility shown by the members of this 
group. 
Group II 
The following are cases showing mild hostility in all 
situa tions: 
Cas e 5. 
---
James L., was t h i rteen years old when he was re-
ferre d to the hosp i~ al for observa tion. He and his 
younger brother, Fre d , h a d been involved in several 
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stealing episodes. Fred was referred for observa tion 
at the same time. 
At t :r~e hosp ital James shovved more of a tendency 
to wi thdraw from c ontact with t h e other boys than 
Fred. He also participa ted less in group therapy. 
His di agnos is was: "without psychosis, primary 
behavior disorder of childhood with neurotic traits, 
schizoid personality." It is believed tha t he is 
heading in the pattern of his brother, William, age 
sixteen, who h a s been hospitalized since August, 1945, 
at the Grafton S tate hospital with a diagnosis of 
"dementia praecox , hebephrenic t ype." Before his 
hospitalization a t Graf ton State Hospital, he had been 
given a suspended sentence to the Lyma n School on an 
assault and battery charge. 
James is the fifth of six living ch ildren ranging 
in age from t wenty -four to twelve years. The oldest · 
sibling is a truck driver and is married. He is 
"nervous and e a sily up set." A sister, age t wenty-
three, is married and the mother of three children. 
She is s aid to be a ver y p lacid person. She completed 
one year of high school. A sister who is now t wenty 
years old has been at t h e Westborough S tate Hospital 
since she was seventeen years old. Her c ondition has 
been diagnosed as "dementia pra ecox, catatonic type." 
She is ass8ultive, destructive, ext remely untidy, and 
ina ccessible. She also has auditory hallucinations. 
Although all of t h e children were greatly af f ected 
b y their f a ther's death, James was the most affe cted. 
He was a pretty good student in school and wa s no di s-
ciplinary problem, excep t for an occas ional truancy, 
He has always been more polite and obliging than Fred. 
The only kind of p uni s hment he seemed to understand 
v1ras corporal punishment. For a long time he has been 
coming and go ing as he pleased and has been disobedient. 
He was f irst arres t e d in ·11ay, 1949, with a group of 
boys charge d voJi th stealing cookies from a freight c ar. 
For this he was placed on probation. Later it was 
le arned t h a t this group had stolen bicycles f rom school 
yards for several months. Many of the se were stripped 
a nd t h e parts not wanted were t h rown into the Charles 
River. 
The father comp leted two ye ars of high school. 
He was a heater insu e ctor for many years. He was out-
going and cheerful ~sually, but occasionally was moody 
and sullen. Family life was fairly compatible, except J 
tha t the father did not assume his share of the re-
sponsibility f or the family and s pent more time and mone~ 
than he should have in taverns. When his daughter was I 
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co~~itted to Westborough, he reacted badly to this and 
blames himself' f or not giving her enough attention. 
Soon after this he brooded over a sore throat whi ch did 
not heal rapidly and hanged himself. 
The mother had one year or high school and was 
married when s h e was eighteen years old. She is ap-
prehensive and bewildered by her resp onsibi l ity and 
the things that have happ ened to her. She appears 
somewhat inferior intellectually and is inappropriate 
emotionally. She talks of tragic events h appening to 
her with a smile. 
James and his brother Fred have both been subjected to 
many trauma tic family experiences, including the very dif-
f'icult behavior and abnormal symptoms of both a broth er and 
a sister who are mentally ill and the tragi c death of their 
rather. These experiences, coupled With a father who drank 
to excess and a totally inadequate mother, who had to work 
outside the home, when her children were young and needed 
her at home, because the father s p ent so much money on 
liquor, made the famil y enviro~ment an exceedingly unwhole-
some one. The abnormal upbringing of all of the children 
in t his family has been felt ror several years in school 
and in their association with other children as well as 
adults. 
The children were unable to identif y and relate to any 
wholesome figure. Being allowed to come and go as they 
pleased set up much anxiety and many tensions in these 
ch ildren which caus e d c onsi derable a ggressi on and hostility 
which was mani f es t e d in many ways, mostly steal ing. 
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Case h ' 
Hugh was twelve when he was referred for observa-
tion. The day before he and three other boys had en-
tered a boarded up synagogue and found some younger 
bo ys and an eight-year-old girl there. The young 
boys charged that the ol der ones forced them into com-
mitting fellatio. The little girl was allegedly in-
volved in mutual kissing of genitalia. One of the 
other boys involved in this ep isode was also sent to 
the Metropolitan State Hospital with Hugh. 
The p atient made an excellent adjustment at the 
hos p ital. His physical examination was negative, and 
a full scale Wechsler Bellevue ps ychological test 
y ielded an intelligence quotient of eighty. 
Hugh was always a very gpod child and pres~~ably 
exhibited no neurotic traits. He started school at 
the age of s even a n d bas had to repeat the second and 
fourth grades. He is now in the fourth grade. When 
he came to the hospital, he h a d never missed a day of 
school and liked going to school. He was no disciplin-
ary problem. His teachers liked him, and he liked 
t h em. He had had no previous court record. He smokes 
cigarettes, but does not use alcohol. 
He has a paper route and runs errands. He makes 
friends easily and enjoys company. He is neither 
restless nor moody and enjoys baseball and swi~ning. 
The only sex instruction he ever received at home 
was from his mother when he was advised "Never get a 
girl in trouble" and "You might get a disease." He 
rec e ived his sex education from older boys on street 
corners. 
High's father had p olio when he was two and was 
lef t with a crippled foot. About seven years ago, 
while working in a Navy yard, he began to think that 
p eop le were talking about him. He thought his wife 
would be taken away, and he began to brood over his 
cripp led foot. He was hospitalized in another mental 
hos-o ital for sh ort periods in two successive years a nd 
then, a year later, he was conmitted to the Danvers 
State Hospital where he is now. His di agnosis is 
dementia p raecox, paranoid type. 
Hugh's mother had an eighth grade e ducation. She 
worked in a factor y before her marriage and went back 
to work after her h usband bec ame ill. She is a very 
nervous nerson and h a s c hronic encephalitis and Park-
inson's -disease so that s he is un able to work now. 
Hugh i s the ol der of two living children. His 
brother is three years younger. His mother and the 
two boys live in a three-room flat which is poorly 
furnished and disorderly. 
Hugh was dia~"los ed at the ho ~ i t al as; without psy-
chosis, primary behavior disorder of childhood, conduct 
disturbance. He is of borderline intelligence and very 
easily led and suggestible. He has poor social judgment. 
The father's being away in a mental hospital and the 
mother's being ill have cau sed Hugh to have a great deal 
of emotional strain over a long period. The assets in this 
constellation lie in Hugh's ability to relate well to older 
people. He feels some degree of guilt in regard to his 
delinquent act, and it is felt that if he receives adequate 
supervision, possibly along probationary lines or in a 
group setting, he will be all right. It is felt that his 
sexual deviation was an adolescent experimentation rather 
than a dangerously aggressive act. 
Case h 
William is a tall, fair haired lad of fourteen 
who was committed to the hospital after h aving been 
involved with a twenty-five-year-old man in unnatural 
and lascivious sex acts. He is in good health al-
though, when he was five, he had an operation because 
of a cystiq kidney. 
Nothing is known about his parents. lie was adopt-
ed when he was two months old and was "a wonderful 
baby." He liked to play outdoors with the other 
children, but also liked to read. He was good in 
school until last year when his grades began to slip. 
He is now in the seventh grade. 
When. he was nine, he was returned by h is adoptive 
mother to the institution from which s he received him, 
as she was about to be hospitalized for drug addiction. 
He was taken out after her discharge from the hospital, 
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but was returned three years later following the death 
of his a doptive father. He was most unmanageable dur-
ing both of these periods. He was very unreliable, 
stole a statue of Christ from ano t her child, and ad-
mitted that his mother had told him to say that his 
f a t her had taught him to lie and steal. He refused 
f or long periods to play with other ch ildren. 
Following his adoptive father's death, his be-
havior was ridiculed as "sissy" by the other children. 
He has always been quite intelligent but effeminate. 
It is noteworthy tha t he belonged to a boy's club, 
where one of the entertainments was to have the boys 
dress up as girls. 
His adoptive father graduated from high school 
and had two yea rs of college. He was a florist and 
a f ine man. He died suddenly of lobar pneumonia when 
Wil l iam was eleven, and h is death was a severe shock 
to William. 
His adop tive mother was greatly upset after she 
ha d had a stillborn child and had been told she could 
have no more. Two months later she adopted William, 
or, at least, took h im for adoption at that time. 
Six years later she took another little boy, David, 
for adoption. David was retur ned to the children's 
institution with Wi ll iam after her husband's death 
and was neve r taken out again although William was. 
By this ti ::ne the adoptive mother was a confirmed 
drug addict. She had a hectic marital relationship 
with a second husband whom s he divorce d three years 
later. She is a very high-strung, neurotic woman with 
a long history of drug addiction and sever a l periods 
of hospitalization because of t his. Her last hospital-
ization occurred on the same night that William was 
apprehended by the police. 
William's home life has been very insecure. He 
and his mother occup ied the same bedroom, and he showed 
a very strong attachment to her, but has shown periods 
of considerable upset when s he has gone on "drug binges" 
and ended up her day by lying half n aked on her bed. 
The last few weeks before William came to the hospital 
were quite intolerable to h im so t ha t he spent a great 
deal of his time away from horne roaming the streets. 
On t he day of his arrest, William had been given 
a dollar by his landlady to go to the movies and buy 
himself something to eat. Afterwards, he hung around 
the park feeding the pigeons, and a man app roached 
him say ing he was a police officer. He was afraid 
and follo v:ed the man to the Esplanade where he was 
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f orced in to the bushes. About three o'clock in the 
morning, a policeman apprehended the boy upon hearing 
voices in the bushes. The involved man who was about 
twenty-five years old escaped. Wil l iam said that he 
had been forced into unnatural and lascivious acts by 
threats. It was because of the episode just described 
that William was sent to the hosp ital for observation. 
While at the hos uital, he made a rather unevent-
ful adjustment toward the ward personnel. Overtly 
feminine, he tries to shine up to everyone despite 
the ridicule of other children. He has chosen for 
his friends other boys exhibiting strong homosexual 
tendencies. He tries to give the impression that 
nothing is wrong with him and that his mother is part-
l y to blame. He denies homosexual desires and pro-
claims he was innocently seduced. He admits he prob-
ably behaved stupidly in allowing himself to be seduced. 
He was always very passive and dependent in group 
therapy. 
Will iam is an emotionally disturbed boy who is extreme-
ly fearful and feels acutely inadequate, although he rates 
general average in intelligence. He has develop ed a fern-
inine pattern of behavior on a homosexual level. It is ap-
parent that the abnormal personality of his mother with her 
drug addiction has played a large factor in the abnormal 
development of this boy. In addition, the loss of the 
adoptive father when William was eleven years old only 
served to. increase the strong feminine identifica tion that 
he makes to his sick mother. It is expected that his ab-
normal sexual behavior will probably increase in magnitude 
and fre quency unless he achieves some real ization into the 
meaning of his character disorder. 
William is still at t he hospital as it seemed apparent 
that no useful purpose would be served by having him return 
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to a sick mother. In order to safeguard him and the com-
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munity, he was kept for a protracted period of group 
Summarizing statement on Group II: 
therapy · II 
In all three of the cases in this group, the boys, 
for different reasons, were denied the love needed for emo-
tional growth and the opp ortunity of forming an adult ob-
ject relationship_ with men. Two of the fathers died, one 
at the height of the Oedipal period, and the third was re-
moved from the home by commitment to a mental hospital. 
Whether a father is rejecting, lacks understanding or is 
absen t from t he home, the result is usually the same --
rebellion and delinquent behavior. 
Group III 
The followingcases show stronger hostility toward 
self than toward others: 
Case 8. 
---
Fred, a well-developed, White, Protestant boy of 
twe l ve ye ars was referred for a period of observation 
at t he same time as his brother James, case number 
five. He was referred after having been involved in 
several stealing episodes. A full family history will 
not be repeated as this can be obtained by referring 
to case five. The mother's health throughout her 
pregnancy was good. The pregnancy was full term and 
the deli very normal. Early development ·was also 
normal. Fred had the usual childhood diseases plus 
scarlet fever but recovered completely. 
Fred is more outgoing and much more active than 
h is brother James. He gets along well with other 
children. He repeated the :first and third grades and 
was then p l a ced in a remedial reading class. His 
intelligence quotient is ninety-six. He truanted 
occasionally and was frequently absent from school. 
It was felt at school that he never worked to the 
limits of his ability. At school he was described as 
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relatively unemotional, stolid, and never showing 
animation about anyth ing. He has temper tantrums 
when frustrated. While boxing at school one day, he 
went into an extreme rage reaction when hit by the 
other boy. 
Fred and his parents and siblings have lived at 
various addresses in rather poor localities. His 
mother smiles vac antly when she talks about this and 
says that she likes to move. She worked out or the 
home from time to time when Fred and James were of 
pre-school age, having to do so bec ause the father 
sp ent so much money on liquor. Fred and James are 
the sixth and fifth children in the family, Fred be-
ing the youngest of all. 
Fred was arrested two years ago for attempted 
breaking and entering and theft of seven dollars 
from a seven-year-old girl. He was also accused of 
stealing a baseball glove and camera and breaking in-
to a parking lot with a group, starting a parked car, 
driving it around, and damaging others. Just before 
being sent to the Metropolitan State Hospital, he was 
i nvolved with his brother James and a group of other 
bo ys in a series of t hefts. 
Fred's hospital stay was characterized by a more 
easy social interaction with other boys than James'. 
He was also found to be more outgoing. In group 
therapy, he participated fairly rea dily, yet, the 
group l eader's impression was that he achieved little 
insight into his behavioral difficulty. He does not 
show the nervous habits that James does, but there is 
some degree of tenseness apparent, manifested by 
fidgeting and restlessness in group interaction. 
Fred was diagnosed at t he hos~ ital as manifesting a 
primary behavior disor der of childhood, conduct disturbance. 
It was f e l t that he did not represent as serious a behavior-
al adjustment as his older brother Ja rnes, age thirteen, al-
though he was exposed to the s ame psychological stresses. 
The f act tha t no explanation can be given for this se ems 
to s h ow, a s the writer has pointed out in Chapter II, that 
any objective situa tion is of much less importance in the 
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psychological development of an individual than was formerly 
considered. One is unable to atta ch to environmental fact-
ors the value of supreme agents in determining psychic re-
actions. The important thing is the individual's reaction 
to his environment and the reasons behind this. 
Fred was affected by the many traumatic family ex-
periences very much, however, even though it was not to the 
extent that .James was. Like .James, he was unable to identify 
and relate to any wholesome figure. Also like .James, his 
being allowed so much freedom set up anxieties and tensions 
resulting in hi s manifestations of hostility. 
It was felt advisable that Fred be given the opportunity 
of a group placement away from home and that this should be 
with his brother .James to afford some degree of reassurance 
and security. 
Virginia, who is fourteen years old, was committed 
to the hospi tal because she seemed so "mixed up" at the 
time she appeared in court where her father was being 
tried for incest and carnal abuse practiced on her. 
She comes from a household where domestic strife has 
always been present. The moth er is a heavy drinker 
and has left her husband and children on many occasions. 
The mother and father have followed opposing policies 
of disciplining the children. 
The father is now serving a five to seven year 
sentence in State Prison for incest and carnal abuse 
practiced on the patient. The younger chi ldren have 
expressed concern over the father's absence from the 
home and t h is has been explained by saying that he is 
' -
"on the road" with his trucking business. 
Virginia has been difficult to manage for the last 
year and a half, staying out late at night, presumably 
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with an older boy. The situation which led to her re-
ferral to the hospital came to light when her mother 
was arrested for drunkenness. The mother said that she 
was seeking release from nervous conf l ict because she 
said she was devoted to her husband and was aware of 
an inc e stuous situation between h im and her daughter. 
Virginia had previously wri t ten a letter to the court 
that her father had assaulted her. Subsequent question-
ings and appearances in court revealed stories varying 
between sexual manip ulations and intercourse. However, 
t he father was found guilty of incest and carnal abuse. 
Virginia was brought under the control of t h e district 
court for perjury and t h e mother was charged with neg-
lect. Virginia was described at this time as "all 
mixed up." 
While a t the hosp ital, Virginia was quiet, co-
op erative, and correctly oriented. On admission, she 
app eared slightly withdrawn, smiled overly frequently, 
and appeared rather diffident about exp l aining how she 
had happ ened to c ome to the hos pital. She became 
friendly and sociable with t h e other girls, but was 
usually seen in a group as a listener. She was placed 
in group therapy early in her stay here. In the group, 
s h e was describe d as pleasant, smi l ing, but silent. 
She was well liked by the other girls. She has never 
expre ssed herself openly about her fath er. She h ad 
said in court that he had not penetrated her, that this 
was done by her boy friend. When asked in group therapy 
why she had accus ed her father, she said she disliked 
h im. She said that her father visited h er six times in 
her room and fondled her five ti mes and had intercourse 
once. She admits masturbating about a year ago but 
claims that this has stopped. She admits "te l ling 
lies" for a long time mostly to avoid punishment. 
Virginia is now in the ninth grade. She be gan 
school at the age of five. She wor k s hard and does 
average work. Her intelligence quotient is one hundred 
and eight. She h as never been any behavior problem in 
class. Rather, sh e has been tired and colorless all 
the time. 
There are four children in the family, and Virginia 
is the oldest; the youngest is three years old. The 
mother and children live in a five-room apartment on 
the third floor of a housing project. Virginia gets 
along best with her three-year-old brotner. None of 
the other childr en is a be havior problem. 
Virgin ia's father had two years of training in a 
technical high school. Her mother also had two years 
of high school. She was a stitcher before her marriage 
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and during the greater part of her married life. Her 
father had polio as a child and has a shortening of 
h is lef t leg. Bef ore his sentence, he had been working 
for seventeen year s in an express business of his own, 
earning about five thousand dollars yearly. His pre-
vious court record includes seven offenses, largely 
violations of automobile laws, and one ins t ance of 
stolen goods. 
The parents vrere married five months before Vir-
ginia's birth, after a two-year acquaintance. The 
maternal grandmother opposed the marri age be ca use of 
the f ather's lamene s s; she fe l t he could not work and 
support a f amily. 
The paternal grandmother has accused t he mother 
of being the cause of her husband's inc arce ra.t ion. She 
has been charged twice with drunkenness, and t here is 
a question of her be i ng a paregor ic drinker. 
This h ighly neurotic girl of fourteen is equipped with 
at least average intelligence. A feel i ng of personal worth 
with attention to personal appe arance might be deve l oped in 
her to advantage. She has been diagnosed as mani f esting a 
primar y beh~vior di s o rder of childhoo d with neuroti c t ra i t s . 
She i s e ssent i al ly ad j ust i ng in every sp here except her 
sexu al adap t a tion which ha s been markedly disto r ted as a 
r e sult of parental sexu al disorganization. 
The mother is highly emotion al and disturbed. She 
s hows exceedingly p oor judgment. Many of the mother's pro-
t e sta tions and concern for her daughter h ave a distin ctly 
sexual tint. It ap-pears as though the parents, with the 
help of alcohol and p aregoric, have so reduced their in-
hibitions as to attemp t to work out t heir sexual problems 
using their daughter. Because Virginia is so e xtremely 
overprotective and resorts to large amounts of fabrication, 
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group an d individual therapy are apt to take a long time. 
Virginia suffered because there was no adult figure in 
the home able to give her the support and affection she 
needed. Her mother's rejection brought on possibly because 
she was conceived before marriage and was unconsciously or 
consciously thought of as being resp onsible for this un-
happy marriage, made it impossible for Virginia to relate 
and identify with her as a wholesome adult figure. Her 
drunkenness and court record also contributed to this. The 
mother's hostility toward her daughter was further intensi-
fied by Virginia's threat as a competing female for the 
father. 
James H., age fourteen, come s from a home that is 
in one of the worst deliquency areas of Massachusetts. 
He was committed to the hospital after his mother had 
made a stubborn child complaint against him. The hame 
is very shabby and has an air of poverty about it, al-
t hough it is clean. There are only five rooms, and 
since there are seven persons in the family, James has 
to sleep on the sofa in the parlor. 
There is considerable friction bet',.,reen James and 
his siblings, all of whom are girls and who he feels 
are f avored by the mother enough to arouse his jealousy 
and to create repeated scenes in the house. 
He was not only a problem at home but also outside. 
For over a ye ar, he had the habit of playing in the 
streets until all hours of the night, not coming in for 
meals, ignoring the rules of his mother's home, and at 
times staying out overn ight. He gave as his reason for 
t his be havior his strong wish to be with other boys and 
the f ear of his mother. He is of the opin ion that his 
mother is going to punish him for everything, no matter 
how trivial, that he does wrong. It is note-..vor thy that 
he is renorted to have stolen a bank belonging to the 
household which had eigh t or nine dollars in it and 
which he says contained two dollars in it. He says he 
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I took it because he wanted money to go to the movies. His mother suspects that he stole from neighborhood 
stores over quite a period of time. It w,as on the 
suggestion of the court t hat s he made a stubborn child 
comp laint. 
While at the hospita l, James ma de a fair adjust-
ment. There was no gross abnormality of behavior. He 
made attempts to mingle socially \tith the other 
children. He was passive and quiet and quite frank in 
admitting his thefts and differences with his mother. 
James had quite a sociable early childhood. He 
was a leader, but always played with younger children. 
He had pneumonia at the age of seven an d again at 
thirteen. He received a "possible concussion" at the 
age of five. He h a s some resi dual heart damage from 
rheumatic fever. He was a bed wetter up until a year 
ago. 
He entered kin dergarten at the age of five and 
p rogressed normally to the sixth grade. He then be-
came sick and h ad to rep eat this grade. He receives 
good marks in school an d is now in the eighth grade. 
Last ye ar he started be coming a problem at school by 
truanting and falling around. His te a cher placed him 
in a back seat. He attends church regularly vvi th the 
family but under duress. 
His mother says he is not endowed with judgment 
or comrnon sense. She brought him up with h igh ideals 
and mora l standards. She describes him as easily led 
and markedly wrap p ed up in the movies, sitting there 
through twelve consecutive hours. 
James' f a ther was a carpenter and earned a fair 
salary. The mother had a sixth or seventh grade educa-
tion and worked as a dome s tic bef ore her marriage. 
Both parents are Canadian born. The mother does not 
a:opear to be a hap py woman. It is felt ·t.hat she still 
c ares a great deal for h e r husband even though his 
whereabouts have been unknown for the past six ye ars. 
He drank heavily an d was mean and abusive to his wife 
when he wa s intoxicated, although he never abused the 
children. 
James' home life h a s been very inade quate because of 
the stormy marital relationship of his parents, but even 
more so bec a u s e of the loss of a male figure. The lack of 
an op:portuni ty for prop er i dentification with a male figure 
is very apparent. He demonstrates a great deal of hostility 
to'Nard his siblings, much of which is not vvi thou t bas is. l-lis 
stubborn behavior with h is mother and his stealing are large-
ly a reaction to h is strictly feminine environment and lack 
of a male figure in the home. It is felt that his problems 
would be greatly relieved if he were helped by a Big Brother 
or male p robation, or caseworker. 
Summarizing state~nent on Group III: 
All three of the adolescents in this group suffered 
from being unab l e to work t hrough their libi dinal feelings 
satisfactorily for the parent of the opposite s ex and to 
identify prop erly thereafter with t he parent of the same 
sex. The two boys coul d not identify beca use of the actual 
loss of the male parent from the home, and the girl could 
not identify with her mother becau se of her rejection by her 
mother. Their very strong aggression which resulted took 
a pas sive form, or a t least was not so much directed toward 
others as toward themselves because of guilt feelings re-
sulting from the unresolved Oedipal situation. With Vir-
ginia, this guilt was further incre as ed by actual overt 
sexual acts with her father. The boys' passivity was aided 
by t heir identification with the male characteristics in 
the mother, the r e being no male figure for proper identifi-
cation. 
Group IV 
The following cases all show greater hostility toward 
others than toward themselves: 
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Case ,& 
Kenny, a twelve-year-old, undersized boy, was 
brought be£ore the court after he had snatched a lady's 
purse, taken the bulb from a street light, and thrown . 
stones at the windows of a factory across the street. 
Previous to this, he had been in court for turning in 
a false fire alarm. 
He is the third of five children ranging in age 
from nine to fifteen years. His older brother, Richard, 
has always been the mother's pet. He is very effeminate 
and is called "Fairy Mary" by the patient and the 
neighborhood children. Since early childhood Kenny has 
exhibited many neurotic traits such as nail biting and 
thumb sucking. Until recently, he was occasionally 
anuretic. He has been considered a behavior problem 
for some time both at home and at school. At home he 
is especially aggressive toward his older siblings, 
Richard and Barbara. One time he threatened Richard 
with a knife. He plays with matches a great deal and 
has set several small fires. He looks and acts mare 
like his father than the other. children and his mother 
brings this up frequently. 
Kenny has always been very dependent upon his 
mother. When he was ten years old, he expressed a de-
sire to be cuddled by his mother and nursed at her 
breast. It was about this time that his lying and 
stealing became noticeable and his temper tantrums be-
came worse. He seemed moderately confused. An electro-
encephalogram taken at about this time was considered 
mildly abnormal. 
Several foster homes failed because of his steal-
ing and his mother's interference. Psychotherapy has 
never been successful because of the mother's using it 
as a threat and because of her remarkable ambivalence 
toward the boy. 
Kenny began school when he was five and repeated 
the first four grades. He was in the fourth grade when 
he came to the hospital. Almost from the start, his 
school behavior was characterized by a great deal of 
truancy, insolence, and generally poor behavior. His 
school behav i or improved a little when he was in a rural 
foster home and school, but not for long. At a disci-
plinary school, he did not truant but was very dis-
obedient. 
His home life has always been very incompatible. 
His parents have lengthy histories of immorality and 
general inadequacy. They were married after their 
fourth child was born. Both had previously been 
married and had deserted their respective mates. Both 
were treated for lengthy periods for psychosomatic 
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complaints. The father has been living with another 
woman for several year·s. Be has been unable to hold 
a job more than a few weeks in the past ten years. 
From the psychosexual standpoint, Kenny's mother 
once caught him masturbating and threatened to cut off 
his penis. He received no sex instruction from his 
parents. He delights in telling "off color" jokes. 
His personality is composed of many violent mood swings, 
ranging from happ iness to extreme irritabi l ity, temper 
tantrums, and depression. He is impulsive, easily 
frightened, extremely jealous of his siblings, and 
suspicious. He wants to be the leader or will not 
pla y with other children. He is assaultive tovmrd 
them, his siblings, and his mother. 
At the hospital, his adjustment has been somewhat 
fluctuating. There was one suicidal demonstration in 
which he tried to choke himself with a belt. This was 
done with a consi derable display of anger and swearing. 
Once he threw a c hair at an attendant. He has tried 
to escape several times. In group t herapy he has 
shown marked reluctance to discuss his problems, al-
though it is quite apparen t that he wants the t hera-
pist's support. He is quite aware . of the social mis-
demeanors of his parents, and particularly feels his 
father's defection and behavior. 
Becaus e much repetition of previous behavior could 
be expected and also because of the mother's habit of 
interference, Kenny was voluntarily committed for a 
more lengthy period of tre a tment. His mother still 
has legal custody. At the present time, he is spend-
ing four days a week with his family. 
Kenny's mother is the principal offender in this case. 
She is content to perpetuate extreme <ft.ependency. .Her feel-
ings tovvard t he p3. tient have been especially pathological, 
with her provocativeness, seductiveness, inconsistencies, 
overprotection, and rejection. This behavior has kept the 
boy in a constant state of c onflict, anxiety, and turmoil 
which he is drawn to express periodically by anti-social 
acts and. neurotic traits. 
It is significant that the chai r throwing at one of 
the attendants occurred within t wenty-four hours after 
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Kenny had been told he might possibly return home. This 
showed h is ambivalence toward his family, especially his 
mother, as he knew that this would delay his release. 
Extreme hostility was shown in his suicidal attempt. 
This and his nail biting are examples of his hostility 
against himself, while assault, swearing, enuresis, and 
stealin g are examples of hostility against others. 
Kenny's wanting to be cuddled and nursed at the age of 
ten, toget her with his thumb sucking and enormous app etite, 
are all indications of regression to an earlier period of 
development, and s how that he did not obtain the necessary 
satisf actions at the right period of his personality de-
velopment. 
It is f elt t ha t the rather extreme disorganization of 
his family with so much immoral sexual activity by both 
parents contributed very markedly to this boy's insecurity, 
pronounced sibling rivalry, and anti-social and neurotic be-
havior in general. It is apparent t hat the patient quite 
strongly feels dependent up on an imma ture mother who is 
content to perpetuate this dependency. It is the conflict 
over this dep endency on a parent for whom he has no respect 
that is the major factor in his manifestations of hostility. 
Kenny's longing for freedom as expr e ssed in various 
psychological tests and numerous runaways and h is constant 
talk of wan ting to live on a farm is t h e resul t of hostile 
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feelings toward his family and environment in general. 
The f act that everything Kenny has stolen has been 
given to his mother indicates that he fee l s rejected by her 
and is trying to gain her love, t h e loss of which she con-
t inually t hreatens him with by unfavorable comparison with 
his siblings and in other ways. This emotionally deprived 
mother evidently obtains great satisfaction out of teasing 
her son and having him under her control. 
Although Kenny's mother is felt to be t h e primary 
cause of h is conf licts, his father is perhaps more respons-
ible than has been indicated. Kenny was unable to identify 
with and relate to a wholesome male f igure because of his 
father's inadequacies and numerous defe c t ions. His father, 
too, was an emotional ly deprived per son dating from an un-
happy ch ildhood. 
Kenny's actions suggest a burden of guilt which has 
made him compulsively seek to destroy any happiness by in-
volving himself constantly in punishing situa tions. 
Case 12. 
----
Willette is a fourteen- year-old white, Roman 
Cathol ic girl who is in good he alth except f or a sof t 
s ystolic heart murmur which is not serious. She c ame 
to t he attention of the court becaus e she was extremely 
defiant and resisted all authority by her parents in 
regard to her selection of friends. She was writing 
very passionate letters to a Negro boy which distressed 
her parents very much. In addition to t he fifteen-
year-old colo r ed boy, a very close friend was a twenty-
one-year-o l d White girl who was very promiscuous. She 
alwa ys met her f riends outsi de her home. 
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Willette is the oldest of three children. The two 
younger children are half siblings. They are at present 
making a good adjustment. 
The pati ent's birth and early development were 
normal. She exhibited no neurotic traits except nail 
biting. She entered the first grade at the age of five 
and made good marks until she reached the ninth grade 
where she is now. She is no disciplinary p roblem at 
school; she is just not interested. She has a pleasant 
disposition and is co-op erative. 
Willette lives with her parents and twelve-year-
old half-sister and eight-year-old half-brother in a 
comfortable five-room apart>n.ent in a mixed lfhi te and 
Ne gro neighborhood. -
The patie n t has been staying out until two and 
three o'clock in the morning. Punis~ment such as beat-
ing, scolding and wi thdra,!val of privileges has only 
achieved promises from her that she would do better 
but to no avail. 
At the hospital, Willette made sone progress in 
group therapy, as she gained some insight into the 
social implications of her behavior. At first there 
was some evasiveness about discussing her problems, 
but she gradually indicated that she was aware that 
she was disobeying her parents. She gives as her 
reason for continuing her relationship vnth the Negro 
boy the fact that she wanted to be a "big shot" in 
f ront of her girl friends. Now she states "I see I 
wa s wrong. The friends I h ad were really bad company 
for me." It app ears that this is only superficial in-
sight. Willet t e h a s been diagnosed a s having a primary 
behavior disorder of childhood, conduct d isturbance. 
Her f a ther divorced her mother thirteen years 
ago on grounds of desertion, so that the man Willette 
refers to as her father is really h e r step-father. 
VVillette is· the only child of this first marriage 
which was a very unhapp y one. The moth er remarried 
shortly after the divorce. The mot her appears friendly, 
neat and clean. She seems to be genuinely interested 
in h~r daughter. She is now emp loyed as a cashier in 
a super market from nine o'clock in the morning until 
six in the evening. She comes home at noon to prepare 
lunch for her family. 
Both of Willette's p arents h a d two ye a rs of high 
school. Her mother was a f actory worker. before her 
marriage. Her father's work is unknown, but her step-
father is a farm worker. He was previously married to 
a woman considerably older t h an he and gives this as . . 
h is reason for divorcing her. He says his ~econd 
marriage is happy and that there were no clnldren as a 
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result of the first marriage. 
It is fe l t that this girl repre sents an intensification 
of normal strivings for indep endence encountered in adoles-
cence. She has indicated some feelin gs of guilt about her 
relationship with her parents and has achieved some aware-
nes s tha t she and her companions have es s entially been try-
ing to thwart her mother and step-father in t heir demonstra-
tions of authority. 
The problem in this case seems to center around Will-
ette•s relationship with her parents, particularly the step-
father for whose favor she app ears to be competing with the 
mother. 
Case 13. 
----
Edwin is a fourteen-year-old, White, Roman Catholic 
boy who c ame to the attention of t he court for stealing, 
stubbornness, defiance, and open resentment of all 
authority. There was a lso a quest ion of an episode of 
a sexual nature involving two small boys. He ha s re-
peatedly run away from various foster homes, usual ly 
saying that he is looking for his mother, although she 
has shown no interest. in h im in recent years. He also 
talks of wanting to be with an ol der brother. He has 
always been a rather difficult child, and his tendency 
toward stubbornness, temp er tantrums, and the like has 
become much more pronounced in recent years. 
The he r edity in this family is very poor. There 
is a history of mental disease, alcoholism, and feeble-
mindedness. The father was a very inadequate man who 
never provided properly for his family. He was killed 
four ye a rs ago when he f ell from a win dow he was clean-
ing. He was felt to be of low mentality. 
The mother is unstable and errat ic. She has always 
neglected and rej ected her children. She is sexually 
promiscuous and is said to be a prostitute. 
The uatient•s birth and early deve l opment were 
not remarkable. He developed normally in infancy and 
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early childhood and showed no neurotic traits. Seven 
years ago he was placed un der the custody of the 
Division of Child Guardianship because of his mother's 
neglect. Since that time he has been in several foster 
homes and has not made a satisfactory adjustment in 
any of these. At the New England Home for Little 
Wanderers where he attended the out-patients' clinic, 
it wa s felt that he should be placed in a small closely 
supervised group; he was placed in the Catholic Boys 
Gui dance Center an d he ran away a f ter two weeks. He 
was located with his older brother in a very p oor home. 
While at the hospital, Edwin made a fair adjust-
ment. He was preoccupied with resentment ove r his 
hosp it alization, rebellion against it, and plans for 
escape. On one occasion, he almost did escape. 
He is rather quiet and passive. He gets along 
fairly wel l With other children. He is not very spon-
taneous. He is rather vague, especially about his 
reasons for running away. Emotionally, he is rather 
tense, anxious, and quite disturbed. He readily admits 
his running away episodes --- states he gets lonesome 
f or his family, esp ecially his mother, and runs away 
in order to find her. He says this in spite of the 
f act that his mother has shown no interest in him, and 
he s ays he has not seen her in t hree years. He talks 
of lonesomeness for his older brother. He showed many 
neurotic traits with mild depression, anxiety, and 
deeply rooted fears on a special psychological test. 
He has an intelligence quotient of eighty-seven. 
Edwin h as five sib l ings. All excep t t h e oldest 
sister were committed with him to the Division of Child 
Guard ianship. This sister is not bright. She is il-
legitimate and has been brought up by a maternal aunt 
in another state. His other siblings, two older and 
two younger, are all boys. One is on parole from the 
Lyman School. 
Although he is retiring and quiet, Edwin is stub-
born and sly still. He is quite untruthful, undemon-
strative, sensitive, and rath er selfish. When he was 
nine years old, he was reported to be cruel to animals. 
At about the same time also, a younger brother .and two 
other six-year-o l d boys reported to the foster mother 
that Edwin tried to perform some sort of abnormal sex 
acts which caused the little boys to defecate in bed. 
He has always been resentful of authority. It was in 
some of his foster homes that he vias involved in petty 
steal ing. 
Edwin's good traits are his willingness to work 
and a certain amount of sociability. 
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Edwin is a severely disturbed boy, suffering from chronic 
anxiety as a result of his rej ection by his mother and the 
trauma of his fa ther's tragic death. 
Edwin's enti r e chi l dhood was devoid of a l l the natural 
and vital family elements required f or normal emotional 
growth. He natural ly reacted to his mother's rejection. 
This is why he has kept attempting to go back to her to 
prove to himself that he was not taken from her because she 
did not want h im. Unable to obtain t he love and af f ection 
he craved through normal channels, he attemp ted to gain at-
tention through neurotic and delinquent behavior. 
His only positive relationship was with the older 
brother to whom he ran awa y and about whom he so often 
spoke. This, however, was not sufficient to satisfactorily 
alleviate his rebellious behavior, wh ich was a manifestation 
of extreme aggre s sion and anxiety. 
Case 14. 
Robert, an eleven-year-old, White, Protestant boy, 
was sent to the Metropolitan State Hosp ital for observa-
t ion after having been charged with delinquency. He 
comes f rom a most unhappy family. Before his admission 
to the hosp ital, he said "I run away from home on ac-
count of my father. I don't like the way he tortures 
and hits me and my little sister. He comes home and 
slaps us when he is drunk, and my mother calls the cops. 
The cop s take him away, but then he comes home again." 
The man Robert refers to as his f ather is really his 
sten-f a ther. This man has been arre sted many times 
f or~drunkenness, drunken driving, larceny, and assault 
and battery. A year ago he was charged with lewdness 
and sentence d to two months in the House of Correction. 
The mother was once before t h e court on a charge of 
negl ecting her ch ildren. She has led an irregular 
marital life, being promiscuous with other men. She 
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And her sister entertained these men in her home. Ed-
win's own father died accidentally while working on a 
construction job as a laborer. He had had about seven-
teen arre sts for drunkenness, disorderly conduct in-
jury to personal property, and assault on a poli~e of-
ficer. 
Robert seems to have been rejected by everybody 
and not to have been able to fit in with adults or 
chi ldren. He was at camp but did not like it because 
''the other ki ds were fighting too much." Just before 
his admission to the hos pital, he was in a detention 
home where he started wetting and soiling himself, and 
it was thought that he was doing this deliberately. 
Robert is the second oldest of three siblings. The 
eldest, a girl of twelve, reportedly dreams a great 
deal at school, but is otherwise making a satisf actory 
adjustment. The youngest child, now ten, has done very 
poorly in her school work. It is be l ieved that her 
insecure situation at home has created emotional dif-
ficulties which have interfered with her school a d just-
ment. 
Accordi ng to his mother, Robert was wanted by both 
parents. His delivery was normal, after a full term 
pregnancy; he was breast fed for two months and present-
ed no feeding difficulties. He began to walk and talk 
at the average age. 
When Robert came to t he hospital, he was in the 
f ifth grade. His school report showed that he had been 
truant a number of times an d would not go to school un-
less his mother accompanied him. He did well in his 
work and was not a problem in the classroom. On the 
playground, however, he was constantly getting into 
fights, particularly with the Negro c hildren. He also 
came to school unclean and carelessly dressed. 
After Robert's mother, who had been receiving Aid 
to Dependent Children, was convicted of neglect of her 
children and placed on prob a tion, he was apprehended 
by the police several times for stealing from railroad 
cars and also for causing considerable destruction in 
a nearby trucking company. During these escapades, he 
was always with a group of boys. About five weeks be-
fore being sent to the hospital, he was brought before 
the court as a runaway and temporarily committed to 
the Youth Service Board. As he was anxious to return 
to his own home, he was placed on probation. He con-
tinued in school fairly well for about six weeks when 
he was again picked up by the police for running away 
from home. He was then placed in a foster home where 
it was felt he wet and soiled himself deliberately. 
Dur i ng his period of stay at the hospital, Robert 
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at first was somewh at tense and anxious, but this gradu-
ally quieted down. He h a s shown a moderate degree of 
distractability, and there is some mild hyperactivity 
still present. No evidence of untidiness has been 
noted, although there has been an occasional episode 
of enuresis. For the most part, Robert has been co-
operative; one evening, however, he bec a '·1e so excited 
that sedation was required. 
A psychological examination showed an intelligence 
quotient of ninety-seven. A physical examination re-
vealed a fairly well-developed lad with findings within 
normal limits. 
A study of this boy's problem indic a tes that he is much 
disturbed over his home situa tion, blaming much of his dif-
ficulty of running away on his step-father. He says that 
his step-father drinks exce s sively and then strikes him and 
"fools around" and his mother has to call the police. Al-
though it would appear that he blames the step-father aL~ost 
entirely, it is apparent too that he is much upset over his 
mother's relationship with other individuals, but he lacks 
insight to see this at the present time. 
Robert was diagnosed as having a primary behavior dis-
order with neurotic traits. It was felt that he was ex-
tremely disturbed due to the emotional conflict existing 
between his mother and step-father. 
The standa rds of t h e home are very low, and t h e boy 
has been exposed to much promiscuity and emotional in-
security, so that he feels he has to resolve the conflict 
so caused and attempts to do it by running away and by re-
gression to infantile t yp es of behavior. 
Robert began showing hostility toward his mother at an 
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early age when he insi s ted upon her accomp anying him to 
school. 
The def ection of Robert's fa th er when t he boy was two 
yea rs old left him with no satisfactory father figure with 
whom to identify. It is true t hat the mother remarried 
when t he boy was seven years old, but this step-f a t h er was 
not of much help in the Oedipal situation becaus e of his 
disreputableness and rejection of him. It is obvious that 
Robert h as a great deal of hostility toward this man and 
re s ents his living in h is mother's home. 
Robert is not aff ectionate because, having never been 
g iven an a dequate amoun t of love, he cannot give any to 
others. His chronic lying is an attempt to evade respons-
ibility. This is anot her evidence of his not having been 
allowed by his parents to develop h i s personality normally, 
step by s tep, which is absolutely necessary to devel op a 
strong ego and to avoid the neurotic pattern. Hence he 
finds it nece s sary to regress to an e arlier level of develop-
ment when he was not expected to be resp onsible f or his acts. 
Robert's mother was so willing to h ave him come to the 
hosp ital or even to go to a foster home that one eannot help 
but feel t hat s he may have been looking for an easy way to 
be rid of t he boy and a t the same time convince herself 
that she was helping him. 
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Case 15. 
Donald, a twelve-year-old, White Roman Catholic 
boy, was committed to the hospital for observation 
after he had run away from his foster home. He had 
been a state ward for several years during which time 
he had been in several foster homes. This episode of 
running away was one of several. This arrest occurred 
the day after he had been returned from a summer camp 
conducted for emotionally disturbed children because 
he had not adjusted well. 
Donald is illegitimate and has never known his 
father who has been described as a short, fat, Italian 
man, married, and the legal father of five children. 
Supposedly, he ran a variety store. His mother is 
described as being a good-natured, obedient girl who 
had five years of schooling, worked on a farm, and 
married at the age of twenty-one. She had an illegiti-
mate daughter before her marriage. Donald and another 
son, William, were born after her separation from her 
husband. 
When Donald was four years old, his mother was 
found guilty of neglect of her children and placed on 
probation, at which time she was found to have an in-
telligence quotient of fifty-three and was subsequently 
committed to an institution for mental defectives. Her 
youngest children, including the patient, were taken 
over by the Division of Child Guardianship and placed 
in foster homes. 
Donald's oldest half-sibling, Pauline, is married 
and has a home of her ovm. George finished high school 
and is now working. His half-sibling, Elizabeth, has 
always been described as a very good girl, whereas 
William has been described as difficult to handle. 
However, scholastically, he leads his class. 
During his first foster home placement, Donald be-
came quite enuretic. He was described as a follower 
rather than a leader in his play life. He entered 
school at the age of six, repeated grade four and had 
just finished the fifth grade when he was committed to 
the hospital. He has an intelligence quotient of 
seventy-two which is in keeping with the marks he re-
ceived at school. He has always been unable to concen-
trate in school, and would constantly be trying to show 
off. His behavior has been so objectionable that the 
parents of the other children have refused to allow 
their children to play with him. He would laugh in the 
teachers' faces and stare out of the window. 
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His physical examina t ion was within normal limits, 
including a neurological examination, laboratory tests, 
and an electroencephalogram. 
Donald has stolen money from stores and a foster 
mother on several occasions, but never had a court 
record. He is said to have been very shrewd about his 
stealing, occasionally posing as a collector for the 
March of Dimes and oth er charitable causes. He has 
enjoyed playing v11 th the other children in the neighbor-
hood, but has had frequent quarrels and fights with them. 
At times he has had temper tantrums when he could not 
have his own way; during these he banged doors and 
screruned at anyone who happened to be ar ound. Just be-
fore coming to the hospital, he was reported to be mak-
ing himse l f obnoxious by running around behind the 
counters in neighborhood stores and yelling at the 
customers. He has been a chronic masturbator for some 
time. 
Donald has shown little interest in girls, but 
no homosexual tendencies have been noted. He has really 
never had an opportunity to t ake roots in any home at-
mosphere from the age of five years when he became a 
state ward. He had five foster home placements the 
first ye ar after he was removed from his own home. 
At the hos p ital Donald has been unable to concen-
trate, has been withdrawn, and has spoken of his family 
only after continuous prodding. He has shovm lack of 
insigh t into his problem. tlis diagnosis is a primary 
behavior disorder, conduct disturbance with neurotic 
traits. 
It is noteworthy in the developmental history of this 
boy that he seemed quite normal in his behavior until placed 
in a foster home. 
While at the hosp ital, he has demonstrated that he has 
a consider13,ble number of emotional difficulties. His be-
havior before this also points to this fact -- his stealing, 
running away, masturbation, temper tantrums, and his hos-
tility and resistance at school, manifested by laughing in 
the teachers' faces and staring out of the window. 
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Donald realizes that he is an illegitimate child and 
feels unworthy and rejected. He feels that he has nothing 
to lose by his anti-social . behavior. He steals because of 
h is great need f or love which has never been satisfied. He 
has a great deal of hostility toward himself, his f amily, 
and the world in general. The hostility he has turned in-
ward has perhaps caused him more trouble than the outward 
expression that brought him before the court. 
At times he has a pp eared quite withdrawn since his 
hosp italization, has demonstrated difficulties in concentra-
tion, and in general h a s not app eared very happy; in fact, 
at times he has been somewhat depressed. 
The fact that Donald talks only reluctantly about his 
family relationships shows that there is considerable emo-
tional conflict and hostility in this area. He is afraid 
to give vent directly to his hostility, so he displaces it 
on store keepers, passersby, teachers, and classmates, es-
pecially mother figures, because he is unable to direct his 
atta ck toward his mother. He has app arently become quite 
dependent upon such figures in vi ew of his lack of a father. 
Here is certainly a case of an unresolved Oedipus conf l ict, 
as the patient never knevr a father figure until he began to 
be placed in foster homes at the age of five, and then re-
movals were so frequent th a t he never had a c h ance to make 
an identification vvi th any male figure. 
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It is definitely felt that behind this boy's pattern of 
behavior which consists largely in stealing and running 
away, there lie emotional problems relating to his f amily 
background. He has not b een a ble to beha ve in a socially 
acceptable way in tne community beca use of lack of insight 
and judgment. Donald was corn.m i tted to the hospital for an 
indefinite period after his period of observation because 
it was f elt that further foster home placements would only 
lead to a continuation of his behavior problems. 
Case 16. 
----
Francis W., a well-nourished, White, Protestant 
boy of fifteen years was sent to the hosp ital after 
he had shot and killed his father. His first six 
months of ,~if e were very precarious as he had an epi-
sode of several gastro-intestinal disturbances at a-
bout three months of age when he was operated upon for 
a "twisted intestine." He and his t vv in were unwanted 
children, the parents being willing to put them out 
for a dopt ion right a f ter birth. The father always 
referred to Francis as "the unwanted bum." As a chi ld , 
the boy was considered delicate and rather "pretty," 
having curly hair and small bones a nd features. He 
was often taken for a girl. He received much attention 
from his older sister and mother. He is described as 
the mother's favorite. The father reacted to this by 
r ather brutal treat~nent of his son, and on one occasion 
allegedly attempted to drown him; on anot her, he 
dragged him over the stairs, severely bruising him. 
Francis began school when he was five-and-a-half 
years old, repe a tin g the first grade since his mother 
fe lt he was too deuendent on his twin sister. He.was 
in t h e tenth grade~ when he c ame to the hospital. It 
has been noted that although he has always got along 
reasonably well with his teachers, he has not associated 
much with other children. On only one occasion, did 
h e ever participate in a school event. This was when 
he pla yed the part of a girl a t the age of nine in a 
schoq+ p lay. 
· He . 'has done odd jobs of housework and babysitting. 
He h ad no court record prior to the offense which led 
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to his commitment to the hosn ital. His community ad-
justment with a dults has been considered satisfactory. 
He is described by v ariou s peop le who know him a s 
trustworthy, gentle, somewhat shy, a mother's boy, and 
reliable. 
In regard to his sexual adapta tion, the mother has 
sta ted that she gave him comn lete sexual informa tion 
when h e wa s twelve years old. When Francis was about 
eight years old, he an d another boy were involved with 
an elderly man who induced the patient to pra ctice 
fellatio. No court app e a rance wa s necessary a t this 
time a s t h e older man p leaded guilty. 
The family l ife must be considered an extremely un-
stable one. The home is a one family frame house which 
is in a very p oor sta te of repair, dirty, and poorly 
furnished. For a long time it was the sc ene of many 
quarr els betw·een the father and va rious me mbers of the 
home, more recently being accompanied by the older son, 
George, who accomp anies her singing whereve r she enter-
tains which is usually in taprooms. There was always 
an atmosp here of fear in the home occasioned by the 
father's threats, especially after a drinking bout. In 
this setting of almost con s tant fe ar and friction, the 
mothe r sta tes t hat about a y ear ago she noticed a 
change in Francis. He became more quiet, mingled less 
with children his own age, and appe ared to be brooding 
about the home situat ion. About this time he decided 
to kill h is father and made one a t tempt by putting 
iodine in his ginger ale. He be c e~e fearful that his 
father would tas te the iodine and emptied the glass 
af ter changing his mind about drinking it himself. A 
few months ago he tried to kill himself by putting cock-
roa ch powder between two slices of brea d and subsequent-
l y in h is coffee. However, the t as te was so obnoxious 
that he desiste d . A few weeks bef ore killing his father, 
t he bo y went into a boa t house, turned on the gas and 
lay down on the couch, but left and went into t h e op en 
air when he began to feel dizzy and nauseous. 
A few days before shooting his father, Francis ob-
tained a gun f rom a neighbor's home. The s hoo ting 
occurred while the f ather was asleep. No other member 
of t h e family was present. The next morning the boy 
said to his mother "I h ave done a terrible t h ing. I 
h a v e shot my fath er, but now we can all be happy." 
During his st a y at the hospital, t h e boy made a 
fairl y good ward a djustment. He worked in the kitchen 
and helped in serving food to t h e younger children. 
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He assUt11ed a "big shot'' a ttitude toward some of the 
attendants. On one occasion, he snap p ed a wet towel 
in the faces of some younger children who vvere b a thing. 
Francis' father had a ver y unstable work record. 
He had seven court app e arances, being charged with the 
unlicensed sale of wood alcohol, three times with drunk-
enness, assault and battery, receiving stolen goods, 
and non-supp ort. He was very demanding and cruel 
toward his wife. He was hospitaliz.ed in a mental 
hospital for a month three years before his death, after 
he ran into the street screaming obscenities at a woman 
passerby. His di agnosis was: psychosis due to alcohol, 
delirium tremens. 
The mother handles the truth carelessly, is obese, 
hap·l;)y-go-lucky, slopp y, unreliable, garrulous, unstable, 
and evasive. She goes about the neighborhood seeking 
support and telling intimate details about her life. 
She has been charged with receiving stolen goods and 
h a s blamed her husband. 
This boy's strong feelings of hostility toward his 
father were manifested by such statements as "I guess father 
vvas just mean, cheap, and everything. He never supported 
us. He was always drinking as far as I can remember. The 
only one he liked was himself. I know he never liked me or 
my mother. He liked George a little. I always h a d a resent-
ment toward him, and when he was in t h e house I never felt 
comforta ble. You could feel his presence everywhere. When 
he went to work, we regretted that he would be coming home 
at night." The boy indica ted that he knew of his father's 
sexual overtures tow·ard his twin sister, but he denied that 
it e ssentially influenced him in his desire to kill his 
fa ther. He killed him because of his own unhappiness and 
tha t of his mother. 
S trong identification with the feminine members of the 
fa~ily is ind icated by Francis' habit of placing his mother 
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and sisters on a pedestal, stating that they had it very 
hard and deserved the best of everything. He shows fl. partic-
ularly strong identification with his mother whose unhappi-
ness be describes as though it were his own. 
Considerabl e confusion exists in the boy's mind regard-
ing his own sexual activity, and he states he is particularly 
conc e rned about the act of fellatio and with t h e fact that 
he had intercourse with a neighborhood girl. He was also 
concerned over strong feelings he had toward an attendant 
in which he described his feelings as similar to those he 
had for a girl he loved. 
A great deal of tension was manifest in various psy-
chological tests. An adjustment questionnaire indicated he 
was a very fearful boy who felt inadequate and aware of be-
ing openly disturbed in his family relationships. The result 
has been an attempt to escape from these conflicts rather 
than working out satisfactory resolutions through compensa-
tion. Unhappiness and distress seemed to be the prevailing 
emotions. Family discord is seen with mutual antagonism, 
aggression, and consequent destruction between the father 
and son figures, but with an amiable, comforting relation-
ship between the mother and son. There is aggressive striving 
and resistance against and sometimes retr eat from this when 
t he patient is the victim. He daydreams and expressed a 
determination for success and a longing for security with 
a need for companionship. The Rhorschach test brought to 
light many psychoneurotic features. It gave clues of a 
sensitive, anxious, and sometimes irritable boy, fearful and 
depressed, resorting to some introversion, but with fantasy 
life repressed. The test also showed an effort to free h im-
self from his environment. 
After he had had a constitutionally poor start as the 
younger of twin s , t he mother assumed a ro l e toward this boy 
of extreme overprotection, and the father continued in his 
role of the aggressive, domineering parent. It would appear 
that Francis strongly identified with the feminine side of 
the family and gradually increasing tension was built up be-
tween the father and his son which was helped along by the 
mother and t ..t1e boy in their frequent discussions of a desire 
to be rid of the father. Into this was mixed a certain 
amount of confusion regar ding a sexual role with the result 
that t here was a triangular situation in which t he mother 
and son sided against the fat her. It is apparently the 
strong attachment to t h e mother that p revented t he boy from 
resolving this conf lie t by running away. ·rhe net result was 
a rationalization that the only means to attain happiness 
both for himself and his mother was to do away with his 
father. It is very probable that .B'rancis has now rid him-
self of all his pent up hostility toward his father by 
destroying him and has to a large degree solved this problem. 
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Insofar as his personality structure is concerned, this 
leaves a de f ect of having a poorly organized control of his 
aggressiveness toward male figures. 'l'rea t ment should con-
sist in attempting to get him to identify with an adequate 
male in order to establish socially conformable patterns of 
restraint of action, particularly in regard to aggression. 
Further to be dealt with is the problem of t h e strong homo-
sexual tendencies which this boy himself has verbalized. 
Case 17. 
He~en, a White, Protestant, fifteen-year-old girl, 
was committed to the hospital for observation after the 
police were called when she had one of her temper tan-
trums at home in which she began to scream, throw 
things, and break objects in the room. Two policemen 
were required to subdue her and bring her to the 
hospital. 
She is the youngest of four children. Her birth 
and early development were normal except that she was 
a feeding problem in infancy; she was breast fed for 
two months and weaned at a year. Although Helen is 
said to have been a happy baby, h e r mother was very 
unhapp y. The tem~ er tantrums have been apparent since 
e a rly childhood. School progress was regular f rom the 
age of six wh en she entered school. However, three 
years ago, because of rudeness, she was expelled from 
the parochial school and transferred to a public 
school. She is now a junior in high school, but has 
been truanting frequently. Three years ago Helen was 
s tudied at the Judge Baker Child Gui dance Clinic where 
it was felt that she would probably become promiscuous. 
She broke her tre atment whenever sex was brought up. 
When she was thirteen, she ran away from home. She 
told the police t hat sh e h ad been living in a hotel 
with a mail and described other episodes of intercourse 
with various men in automobiles. She has been staying 
out late at night and has been seen during school 
hours in cars with men. She has be en in two correction-
al institutions, and , after her d ischarge, has become 
increa singly hard to handle at home. When h e r mother 
has failed, discipline has fallen upon an older sister, 
maternal uncle, and older brother, all of whom have 
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been extremely judgmental and harsh. Helen h a s reacted 
to this by retiring to her room, turning on the radio 
full blast, and h aving temper tantrums. Many of the 
arguments have ended in p hysical assault, especially 
with Helen and her mother and older sister. 
Helen ha s a high average general intelligence. The 
Cowan Adolescent Adjustment Analyzer indicates conf l ict 
in the area of f~~i ly emotions, repre s sion, especially 
of f eelings to ward non-fami l y authority, and barely 
adequate compensation. 
In group therap y at t he hosp ital, Helen was so 
disruptive that she had to be removed from the group. 
Her fath er die d when s h e was two months old. He 
h ad been a fireman, and during a practice drill, had 
a f ata l heart attack. He was described as a good 
husband and father. Her mother was rai s ed by an older 
sister, Helen's aunt, who was emotionally unstable and 
later was comrni t ted to a men t al hos p ital. It is felt 
t ha t Helen's mother identif ies her with this aunt and 
frequ ently has expre s se d f ear that Helen is "crazy." 
A few weeks after Helen c ame to the hospital, her 
mother made a suicide attemp t. Helen's oldest sister, 
who is a hi gh school graduate, works in t h e post office, 
and is engage d to be married, blames her for t he mother's 
depression. Helen is extremly jealous of this sister. 
A brother, age t ·wenty, who is study ing f or the priest-
hood, is He l en's favorite sibling. She shows a strong 
re s entment to ward her seventeen-year-old bro t her who 
quarrels with her constantly. 
Helen' s behavior at h ome and a t t h e hospital demonstrates 
a r a ther rebellious adolescent with mfl.rked f ee l ings of 
rivalry with her sibl ings for her mother's attention. She 
s h ows a low to l erance of frustr a tion and a "chip on the 
s houlder" attitud e muc h of t he time. She rep r esents a 
marked p roblem in malad ,j u stmen t, and in view of her mother's 
instability, Helen's pre vious behavi or sta rted all over 
aga in when s he was re t urned home so that s h e had to be re-
turned to t he hos p ital. She fluctuates betvveen being rea-
sonably co-operative to being su llen, resistive, and hostile. 
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She exhibits a pathological desire to be punishe d . It is 
felt that her strong ambiva l ence toward staff members at the 
hospital has been a pretty accurate dup l ication of her dif-
ficulties with various members of her family. Much of this 
girl's extreme pattern of rebellion, characterized by vari-
ous rage reactions, is the result of' a prolonged disorganiza-
tion of the family group in which the father has been miss-
ing. The mother has evidenced great insincerity and am-
bivalence, alternating between periods of rejection and ac-
cep tan ce of Helen. In addition, there has been a very 
strong sibl ing rivalry particularly with the oldest sister 
and t he second oldest brother. 'I'he frequent verbal and 
physical beatings have set up in Helen a de f ense pattern of 
rebelliousness toward any discipline. Other me mbers of the 
family have blamed her for t he mother's depression. However, 
her condition and this daughter's rebe.lliousness have no 
such simple causal relationship and are a manifestation 
rather of a prolonged maladjustment which probably stems 
from the father's death. The mother was very dependent up-
on her husband and suffered a prolonged grief reaction after 
his death. 
Some evi dence of t he mother's ambivalent f eelings toward 
the patient are re f lected in the admission t hat she cannot 
control Helen, and yet, when he r daughter was at the hos-
pital, s he would beg to have her returne d home. Her suici dal 
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attemp t may have been caused by guilt fee l ings over her re-
jection of Helen, who feels that her mother does not love 
her; it is for this reason that she has resisted overtures 
from her. He l en has acted out her jealousy toward her old-
est sister by stealing or destroying her clothes and money, 
and expressing a fondness for her fiance. Her attitude 
toward men is believed to be one of hostility and cynicism 
in that she has come to believe that men are interested in 
women for sexual reasons only. She appears to have many 
masochistic facets to her personality brought on no doubt 
by her rejection bred hostility and feelings of guilt be-
cause of this and her consequent need for punishment. 
Case 18. 
Richard is a fifteen-year-o l d Italian-American boy. 
He was trans f erred from another mental hospital where 
he wa s sent after assaulting a fifteen-year-old girl 
with a knife. He says it started out to be a practical 
joke, the same kind he used to play at home with his 
sister and mother, but he lost his head. He says "I 
saw t he knife, and heard a voice say 'hurry up.' I 
grabbed the knife and stabbed her t hree times, once in 
the belly and the other two times here and t here (point-
ing to the breast regions). I don't know why I did it. 
I didn't feel anything. I wasn't angry. I don't know 
what came over me." . As a resu l t of this episode, 
Richard was diagnosed as being psychotic -- dementia 
praecox, mixed type. It was decided that he needed a 
rather long-term hospitalization until he was in good 
contact and had r esolved his emotional difficulties 
sufficiently to make him safe in the community. 
Richard is a clean, fairly neat boy, looking some-
what older than his years. When he was three years old, 
he was treated for bronchial pneumonia and had a very 
heavy case of whooping cough. When he was five, he 
was hit on the lef t side of· his head by a moving car, 
and two or t hree stitch es had to be taken. About a 
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year ago, he was again struck on the head, this time 
by a thrown can. His tonsils were removed when he was 
six years old. 
Richard's birth was normal, but his early develop-
ment showed some retardation. He had no teeth until ' he 
was two years old, was slow to speak, and repeated the 
third and fifth grades. At school, his record was gen-
erally poor. He started working for the summer when he 
was fourteen and was an order boy in a market. 
He never paid much attention to girls. Although 
he was liked by others, he has been in numerous fights 
and has taken some severe punishment. He has always 
been very particular about his appearance, nervous, and 
self-conscious. He is easily discouraged and has never 
been one to confide in others. His memory is poor, and 
he has been classified as a moron. 
His sister, Suzanne, started school with him, but 
progressed normally and is now in the eighth grade. He 
denies that he is jealous of his sister or that she 
ever kids him about this. 
Richard says he has no use for girls. He says he 
gets along well with other boys. He is a good sport 
and wins his share of fights. He says that sometimes 
boys who go to another school pick on him and his 
friends because they are Italians. About two years 
ago he started moping around the house, and his family 
bec a~e alarmed. His father and uncles started taking 
him to hockey, baseball, and basketball games, and he 
became very interested in these sports. Richard says 
he masturbated once, a few months ago, but stopp ed be-
cause he real ized it was wrong. ·what he knows about 
sexs he learned from neighborhood boys. 
Up until a year ago, Richard's mother worked out-
side the home in order to help her husband out as his 
grocery store was unprofitable. Richard was left to 
look after t he two younger children. He a l lowed the 
children to annoy the neighbors so t hat his mother h ad 
to give up her work. His father has sold the store and 
is now in the taxi business. Richard felt badly because 
his moth er had to give up her work, and this was the 
incentive for his goi~g to work. He gave his pay to 
his mother every week. 
As a child, Richard p l ayed in the streets of an 
Italian section of t h e city where h e was born. There 
we re no -p laygrounds. The only yard had a sign "Private, 
Keep Out." He did not like parochial school where he 
started with his sister, Suzanne, as he said the nuns 
were too strict. He started truanting and eventually 
was placed in a public school. He continued there to 
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t h e sixth grade when he was transferred to a trade 
school. He s a ys he prefers a "regular school" to a 
trade school. 
Richard's manner and associations definitely suggest a 
split personality. He lacks emotional tone, and there is 
a feeling that he has repressed fantasies which came to the 
fore during the psychotic episode in which his assault upon 
the girl was made. 
He speaks frankly and appears anxious to cq-operate. 
He do e s not app ear to be conscious of any particul ar anxiety 
or moral deficiency. He manifests no sense of suffering or 
need f or help. Although he has a sense of guilt about his 
crime, he is somewhat uncomfortable in discussing it. One 
feels that this is a reflection of the guilt and anxiety 
felt by his loved ones rath er t h an an y true sense of personal 
responsibility. He has a great deal of repressed hostility 
tovvar d his sister which h as only come out in narcosis. When 
he nermits himself to show hostility toward her, it app ears 
to be her feminity rather than her superior intellectual en-
dovvment which h e disp arages. He used to f ight a great deal 
with his sister, but has not done so recently. He has never 
volunteered the information that his sister was in the market 
fifteen minutes bef ore the stabbing. He appar ently does not 
think that s Le has as yet matured sexually. His comp etitive-
ness came out un der narcosis when he talked of making the 
only hit in a baseball game and being ca l led a s e cond Ted 
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Williams. He apvears to be a passive victim of aggression. 
His aggression against his mother was detected in the Themat-
ic Aperception Test. In this he visualized his mother's 
getting news about his death -- an obvious fantasy of paying 
her ba ck for her treatment of him. In another picture in 
this test, he disregarded a gun, apparently afraid of what 
his a ggr e ssion would c a use him to say about it, as a mother 
figure was also in the picture. 
It is doubtful whetner he has enough intelligence to 
have obtained insight into his emotional conflicts. It 
would app ear that he is tryin g too hard to conform to the 
requirements of his environment. Thus, we s ee r ep ression 
of neurotic traits, disturbance in family relationships and 
the acceptance of authority, and failure to have worked out 
a sufficient means of comp ensation for his conflicts. 
James F. is a White, Roman Catholic boy of t welve 
ye ars. He is the fourth of five children, and there 
is also a sixth half-sibling. He was sent to the 
hospital for observation a f ter coming to the court's 
attention for truancy. This was not his first court 
experience, however. In fact, the entire family has 
been known to many social agencies as well a s the court 
over a long period. The oldest sister is known to the 
school attendance department and the Society for t he 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children. She married at six-
teen when she became p regnant. The next oldest sister 
was p ut out of the home and raised b y an aunt. The 
third sibling, a brother, is an occasional truant. 
James started school at the age of six and began 
truanting in the th ird grade. He has been in a special 
class for t he last two years. He will not conf orm to 
rules. He is a s h owoff in s chool and disrup ts the en-
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tire clas sroom. He is extremely soci a ble and leads the 
other ch ildren in to mischief. 
His mo t h er indica tes t hat she has no troub le with 
him at home, although s h e practically admits rejecting 
the older girls. Although t he f a ther is not in the 
h ome, she blames him for the children's behavior. She 
apparently recognizes t h at they have some regard for 
him. She indicates t hat ~ames is jealous of her para-
mour who live s in t h e home and is t h e father of the 
youngest child. She s a ys his only trouble is truant-
ing. He was n ev e r in trouble until two years ago when 
he and h is brother, Edward, were sent to the House of 
the Gua r d ian Angel. ~ames has been picked up on three 
occas ions for petty steal ing and was somewhat assaultive 
toward his special clas s teacher. 
While at the ho sp ital, ~ames made an adequate in-
stitutional adjustment. He was co-op era tive and made 
no aggressive assaults. He considers himself very in-
adequate. He attempts to p roje ct some of his fe elings 
of inadequa cy on others. He says that the Ne gro 
children gang up on h im, and this is why he has dif-
fi culty in going to school. He accepts the nicknames 
o f dummy and sissy. He does not accept h is mother's 
paramour as a father f i gure, alth ough h e attemp ts to 
cover this up. He f ee l s t :nat most of his difficulty 
has started since h is father lef t home. He s how s a 
strong rebelliousness toward any form of authority re-
lated to the school, but fail s to see t hat this is just 
an extension of hi s rebellion a gains t his parental situ-
ation, comp licated by his limite d endowment and marked 
feelings of insecurity and inadequacy. His general 
intell i gen ce is dull normal. 
The marriag e of J ames' p arents was a forc e d one 
and a very m1happy one. The father drank very heavily. 
He has a long cou:.L' t re cord for br ealcing and ente ring, 
drunkenness, atte:.xoted l arceny, and non-support. Six 
years ago, he was t r eated f or amnesia in a naval hos-
pital and was consi dered a psychopathic personality. 
Af t er her l ega l separation from her husband , the 
mo t her received Aid to De-p endent Children until she 
became illegi timately pregnant. She has be en charge d 
with t h e neglect of h er children an d has b e en known to 
t h e Society f or the Prevention of Cruelty to Childr en 
for severa l years. She is an excess ive drinker, and 
is assaultive and rejecting toward all of h er children. 
~ames ha s a poor constitut ional en dmvment with p oor 
intellectual abilities. It a \)pe a rs further t ha t the inse-
curity which he f eels on account of his parents' being 
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separated and the intrusion of another male parental figure 
has been met by a defense pattern of hostility and aggression 
toward all adult figures. It seems quite apparent that .James 
has met with failure in practically every sphere of his ad-
justment -- his home, contemporaries, and school. Little 
reduction of his hostility manifestations can be exp ected as 
long as he continues to meet failure in all these series of 
activities. Close supervision of the school situation with 
some increasing control of the home environment are needed, 
since it appears that ot her behavior disorders in t hi s house 
are in t he process of developing. Some attempts will have 
to be made to pierce the mother's glib shell of superiority 
in an effort to get her to deal more realistically with her 
children's problems and to take some responsibi li ty for t h em. 
Lawrence is an undersized, fourteen-year-old, White, 
P rotestant l ad who was a sickly baby with a congenital 
heart and intestinal ailment diagnosed as celiac dis-
ease. He came to the attention of the court after 
running away from home. During the first two years of 
his lif e, he lived with his parents and brother in the 
home of the maternal grandparents. He has just this 
one bro ther, Daniel, aged sixteen, who is making a good 
adjustment. Another brother smothered in his crib at 
t h e age of three months. 
Lawrence started school at the age of five-and-a-
half ye a rs. He progressed satisfactorily to his 
present grade, whicl1 is t he eighth. He has always been 
very popul ar in school and no problem. A few months 
ago, however, he becamevery moody and re f used to show 
any effort or interest in his work -- this in contrast 
to his previously getting all A's and B's. He was 
particularly prone to r eflect his moods by his dress, 
being neat when happy, and sloppy when distressed. 
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After running away and staying in a camp ovmed by 
his aunt with several other boys and while in the State 
Police barracks, he stole a trooper's gun f rom a locker 
and secreted it in a holster which he had been wearing. 
-~ hen he was returned ho ::1e, he was ordered to his room 
where he began playing with the safety catch on the 
gun, accidentally discharging it into the wall. When 
h is step-mother and two of her friends entered the room, 
he pointed the gun at them, t h reateni ng t hem, tore out 
the telephone wire, locked the doors, and went down the 
street to t he drug store. When he attempted to hold up 
t he proprietor, the man a dvanced tovrard him and he shot 
him , aftering firing one shot into the cei l ing. The 
boy fled into t he s t re e t firing one more shot before 
finally being apprehended. Lawrence and two other boys, 
it was lat~r learned, had previously broken into the 
English High School, stealing a quantity of chemicals, 
and into several homes taking jewelry· and small amounts 
of cash. 
Lawrence's father left the ninth grade when he was 
sixt een to open a radio shop. He had this shop until 
after he was married, but had to give it up several 
years ago because it was unprofitable. He is now em-
ployed as an electrical machinist. He is an excessive 
drinker, and has been assaultive toward his wife to the 
point where she was afraid to live with him at one time. 
He has a fairly long court record for traffic viola-
tions and drunkenness. He was divorced by Lawrence's 
mother when t he boy was six years old on the grounds of 
desertion and married again two years later. The mother 
married again a year after the divorce and was given 
custody of the children. This second marriage was also 
unsuccessful, and she married a third time. In the mean-
time, the children went to live with their father and 
step-mother. 
Two of Lawrence's paternal uncles are in a mental 
hospital. 
Lawrence's step-mot her is a chronic alcoholic and 
a woman of low moral standards. Her court record, datin@ 
back sixteen years, involves breaking and entering. In 
the past few months she has joined the Alcoholics .An-
nonyroous and ceased drinking. Considerable bitterness 
exists between her an d the patient's mother. 
When Lawrence was two years old , his father de-
serted and his mother placed him in a foster home 
where he remained with his bro ther f or five years, when 
they had to be taken by the mother because the foster 
father went to vvar. They re:naine d with their mother 
a year when their father took them, and they have now 
been in the father's custody for five years. 
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While at the hospital, Lawrence has made a fair 
adjustment, punctuated by one episode of escap e. He 
a cquired g l amour and notoriety for this and a position 
of leadership. He is referred to as "Dillinger" by 
the other boys. In group therapy, however, the boys 
have reacted again s t his attempts to show off so t hey 
could progress with the discussion of their problems. 
In the home situation, it would app ear that there is 
a great deal of friction with the step-mother. LaviTe nce 
states that she h as beaten him often and gloa ted over it be-
fore the father. She p erio dically runs him down, telling 
him he is small and not too bright. The fath er will oc-
casionally stand up for him. He does a great deal of the 
housework. At times, he has done things, wanting his step-
mother to put h im away as s he has so o f ten threatene d . 
Much longing is exp ressed in this boy's relationship 
to his real moth er and an apparent denial of the real situa-
tion which is essentially th a t s he has be en very inadequa te 
in h er relationship to him. In regard to the step-mother, 
there is a great deal of aggre s sion which is apparent not 
only in verbal exp ressions but the f eelings he exhibits 
a gainst her. 
Lawrence is disturbed in his thinking, openly resent-
ful of f amily authority, and consciously aware of pronounced 
fe elings o f inf eriority an d inadequacy. Ps ychoneurotic 
color shock was marked in the Rorschach test along with 
indi cations of anxiety, anddepressive trends. This boy's 
sensitivity threshold to threatening situa tions is so low 
that he can easily become disorganized. 
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This boy is constitutionally inf erior. To this have 
been added a great number of environmental stresses in the 
form of exceedingly unstable parental figures, sibling rival-
ry, marked rejection by all his parental figures, and the 
strong emotional bond existing between him and his inadequate 
mother. 
The motivating forces behind this boy's difficulties 
seem centered about his inadequate size with an overcompen-
sation by attempting to do "big things." He presents 
neurotic traits,and because of the friction in his father's 
home, even though an i lTh'TI.edia te repetition of his offense was 
not likely, it was decided to keep him at t he hospital for 
more ex tended psychotherapy. 
Summarizing statement on Group IV: 
Becaus e of the various expressions of rejection s hown 
all of the adolescents in this group, they were denied the 
love needed for emotional growth and an opportunity to make 
satisfactory adult object relationships with them. Four 
fathers are dead; in one of these cases there is a step-
father. There is no father figure at all in two of the 
households. In three cases, the parents have been convicted 
of neglect of t he children, and in two of these cases, the 
children were placed in foster homes where they were ex-
tremely unhap py. There is a step-mother in one ca se who is 
extremely rejecting. In one case, ther e is the mother's 
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paramour in the home whom the adolescent refus es to accept 
as a father figure. 
We see noncompliance in all of the cases in this group 
as aimed at offsetting the frustration of these adolescents. 
These boys and girls maintained a continued and high 
level of frustration which kept "weir hostility manifesta-
tions always ready to be expressed. Neither life nor 
fantasy gave them an opportunity to \"llrk out their hostile 
feelings. In most of them, persistent aggression and its 
overt manifestations became a fixed and habitual response. 
There was a great deal of anxiety caused in all of these 
cases by the parental rejection and a desire to define 
reality limits. 
The homes of all of these adolescents were markedly un-
harmonious, and this always causes aggression. Most of the 
childr en fancied their aggression to be merely a retalia-
tion to the hostility of the parent or parents. They could 
thus be aggressive without any need to curb their behavior 
and had no need to internalize it. 
Summarizing statement on all groups: 
In the t wenty cases studied by the writer, the cate-
gories showing the largest number of symptoms are assault-
iveness and stealing. The category showing the least number 
of symptoms is soiling, which is to be expected in a group 
of this age. No cases of phobias or stammering or stutter-
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ing were found. Undoubtedly, all the symptoms tabul ated in 
Table IV reflect not only anxiety but a great deal of re-
pressed hostility as well. The 1rvri ter has no way of even 
estimating the anxiety and repressed hostility and is limited 
to overt mani f estat i ons only. The child.ren with mil,d hostil-
ity toward themselves are living out most of their aggres-
sions in fantasy li f e, and it is because of this that they 
can ad.just better to parental and cultural pressures than 
the other subjects studied. All the children with mild 
hostility tow·ard themselves and strong hostility toward other~ 
have fallen into family patterns of behavior which h ave been 
use d as jus ti f ication for their own behavior. 
The three adolesc ents s h owing mild hos tility in all 
situations were from homes f rom which t h e f a ther was absent. 
Two of these fathers are dead, and one is a patient in a 
mental hospital. One father died at the height of his son's 
Oedipal period. Because there was no father with whom to 
i dentify in these three cases and also in the case of Francis 
W. who was unable to identify with his very inadequate 
father toward whom he bore such intense hostility, these boys 
made unwholesome identifications with the female members of 
their families. It is interesting to note here that Fred 
did not follovv along in his bra ther James L. 's pattern re-
garding female identific a tion, even t h ough both boy s had the 
s~ne family background. 
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Parental adjustment was not found to be significantly 
different in any of the groups. .However, it was found that 
the mothers of all the subjects who s h owed mild hostility 
in most situations were overprotective. The group who were 
outstandingly strong in their s h ow of hostility had reject-
ing mothers. In many cases, however, an overprotective 
parent is basically a rejecting one; t h e e f fect on the child 
is the same in either case. Franc is :M. and Kenny are ex-
amples of such a situa tion. 
The girls seemed to be more a ff ected in their s h ow of 
hostility by p arenta l ambivalence than the boys. 
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CHAPTER V 
SU1v1MARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study has been to exfu~ine the mani-
festations of hostility in t wenty adolescents with reference 
to t heir family situation and social and personal factors 
to determine the bearing of these factors on their hostility 
manifestations. The case records of twenty adolescents 
who were referred to the J!/Ietropoli tan State Hosp ital by the 
court for observa tion ha ve been the subject of this study. 
A review of some of the salient theories and concepts re-
/ 
garding hostility and a ggression derived from a perusal of 
the literature on this subject has been given as background. 
The adolescents h ave been analyzed individually and in 
four groups, according to whether they show mild or strong 
hostility in all situations, mild hostility toward self and 
strong hostility tovvard others, or vice versa. Because of 
the variability in the famil ial relationship s and general 
social, economic, physical, and intellectual factors, the 
writer felt that it was necessary to present each individual 
case for a clearer understand ing of the conclusions that may 
be drawn from this study. The factual and theoretical find-
ings, which the writer feels may be concluded from this 
analysis, are as follows: 
Manifestations of hostility, although varying in degree, 
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were found in all of the members of the group of adolescents 
who were studied. 
"~, !f. any, ..!£.2. 1h! differences !!!, behavior as a 
result .2! hostility in ~ !!.2. sexes?" 
The material which was brought forth in this study 
shows that most of the boys manifested their hostility 
in fighting and assaultiveness and in stealing. 67 per cent 
of the boys showed these manifestations of hostility. In the 
case of the girls, defiance was found to be manifested in a 
much larger percentage of oases by far than any of the other 
symptoms of hostility. The percentage of oases showing 
defiance was found to be 67 per cent. Sexual promiscuity 
was found to be manifested in the next largest percentage 
of oases, 33 per cent. A greater percentage of the boys 
than of the girls who were studied showed more hostility 
toward other persons than they did toward themselves. A 
greater percentage of the girls than of the boys in the 
group whp were studied showed mild hostility in all situa-
tiona. 
Although the sample used is too small to allow any 
20 
generalizations, the findings of Cummings and others to 
the effect that boys suffer more frequently from emotional 
20 J.D.Cummings, "The Incidence of Emotional Symptoms 
in School Children, "British Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 44:151-161, 1944 
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symptoms t han girls has been substantiated. The average 
number of symp to~s for each boy in the group studied is 
11.7, and for each girl, is 6.3. 
"What social and familial factors are involved?" 
The material see;us to show that the familial relation-
ship s which influenced the disturbing behavior of the boys 
and gir l s studied prior to adolescence, played an effective 
and important role in the activities which led to their be-
ing brought to the court. The disturbed rela t ionships be-
tween the parents and these boys and girls, which were al-
ready present during the earl ier stages of development, ap-
peared to be intensifi e d during this phase of emotional 
growth when the conflicts with their parents were increased. 
These conflicts were carried forth into their activities in 
the community. 
In t h e vast majority of cases, it was evident t h at the 
adolescents were unable to form any adequate or wholesome 
relationships with an adequate set of parents; they were 
thus deprived not only of the necessary affection and under-
stand ing which is especially n eeded in adolescence, but also 
of the opp ortunity for proper identific a tion on an adult 
object-relationshi p basis. This is very vital in enabling 
an adolescent to overcome his insecurity, uncertainity, and 
confusion. The drive to break infantile ties with the 
mother, which often results in rebellion, vvas not only al-
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lowed but encourage d in the cases of three of the boys, so 
that they have been una ble to form wholesome a dult i dentifi-
cations. 
The reasons for a disp lay of hostility were found to 
vary, and it was in the reasons r a ther than in the manifesta-
tions of hostility per se that c l ues to the emotional adjust-
ments of these children were found. Anxiety caused some of 
the children to express hostility, and in so doing, they 
tested the strength of t h eir feelings against reality limita-
tions; others used hostility as a punishment-provoking de-
vice to a l leviate anxiety; still others retaliated se l f-
protectively against frustrations inflicted by parents or 
followed parental examp les of giving vent to all their feel-
ings. 
Knowledge about the parental attitude toward a given 
chi ld frequently illumi nated all of his behavior patterns. 
Even though there was probably a causal relationship between 
hostility manifestation an d parental rejection in individual 
children, the existence of such a causal relationship could 
not be assumed from the evidence. Parental rejection un-
doubtedly had a profound eff ect on t h e rejected children, 
but it did not Droduce t h e same results in all cases. This 
conclusion should lead to greater caution in our interpreta-
tion of parent-child relationships, especially rejection 
and hostility. Since all tlle rejected adolescents studied 
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were necessarily hostile also, t he writer is ba sing this con-
c l usion on t he fact that sib l ings of the s e a dolescents who 
were also rejected did not p roduce overtly hostile symptoms. 
All the fin dings of this study point to t h e fact that 
a highly individualized and dynamic t h eory of personality 
is neede d in explaining so basic and complex a phenomenon 
as hostility. 
It would seem from t h e study made that very a ggressive 
children can have almost any type of parent -- rejecting, 
oversolicitous, ambivalent, or any other. While many re-
j e c ted children are hostile, many are not. The relat i onship 
between any hostile chil d and his parents must be dynamical-
ly determined for reliable results on this score. 
None of the ch ildren studied who sh owed strong hostility 
in all situations were ful ly or warm-heartedly accep ted by 
either parent. All were rejected by at least one parent. 
Undoubtedly, there was interaction betwe en t he parental re-
jection and the children's behavior. While much of the 
hostility probably stemmed from the fact that these ch ildren 
did not f eel accepted, t he ch ildren, in turn , t hrough their 
hostile behav i or made themselves less acceptable to their 
p 9re nts, making a vicious circle. 
i.viari tal f riction had either a direct or indirect influ-
ence on t he dis t ur bed parent-c hild rel ationsh ips which in 
turn affe cted their behavi or. In the majority at· cases, at 
least one parent was rejecting. In other cases where marital 
discord was evident, t he information from the records re-
vealed that the parents were so involved with their own per-
sonal difficulties, that they were unable to give any warmth 
to or show any interest in their children's e motional diffi-
culties. Instead, they were only irritable and annoyed and 
inconsistent in their training and discipline. 
The absence of one or more parents appeared to be in-
fluential in the adolescents' behavior and adjustment and 
their manifestations o f hostility. 
Since only eight of the adolescents had parents who 
were living together, the eff ect of an incomplete household 
cannot be underestimated. This does not imply, however, that 
both parents living in a household decreases the tendency 
tow a rd a manifestation of hostility. Disturbed relation-
ships with both parents are e qually effective in causing ag-
gression. In the cases studied, there appears to be no 
"normal" home. 
In only four ca ses, could sibling rivalry be considered 
as d irectly affecting a show of hostility. 
"What treatment is possible for hostility?" 
The best "trea tment" for hostility is in its prevention, 
and this would necessarily have to start in the home. Undue 
severity or unrestrictive permissiveness both cause anxiety 
and an increas e in hostility. The expression of hostility 
is easily develop ed in a child who has an impulsive or overt-
ly hostile parent. Aggression in a child can best be kept 
at a minimum or kept within bounds, (remembering, of course, 
t h at a certain amount is good) by parental education. Ag-
gre s sion is pathological only when it assumes f orms or in-
tensity which interfere with constructive adaptations. 
Once a child has so openly manifested hostility that 
he becomes a problem at home and in the community, treatment 
consists in couselling, by a tea cher or clergyman, for in-
stance, participation in r e crea tion groups, case work, group 
therapy, individual psychotherapy, or foster home or insti-
tutional placement. 
"How much co-oueration can be expected of parents in 
tre a t ment?" 
In the vast majority of cases, little or no co-operation 
can be expected. In three of the cases studied, actual in-
terference from the p arents was experienced in their wanting 
to get the children out of the hospital ahead of time. In 
one c a se, there was actual seduction of a boy by his patho-
logical mother who seems content to perpetuate his extreme 
dependency. This behavior has kept the boy in a constant 
state of conflict and anxiety which h ave interf ered with 
his treatment. Most of the parents co-opera ted only because 
of their fear of an authoritative agency. Any real, lasting 
help can come only after real insight on the part of the 
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parents, which in none of the cases studied could be given 
because of t h e lack of cana city for insight. Other environ-
mental manipulations are also useful in treatment, such as 
a change of school or neighborhood. 
"What seem to be the mechanisms underly ing the multip le 
adaptations of these children to their hostile feelings?" 
The infant and child are activated by energies which are 
a t f irst ch a racterized by l ack of restraint. These restraint 
occur later in life through the educ a tional process, identi-
fication with a dults, and p ressures from individuals and 
groups. The manner in which impulses are organized and em-
ployed depends upon the tre a tment they received during the 
formative years of t he child. If an impulse is harshly re-
pres sed with actual or seerning rejection, the child may be-
come either vio l ently aggressive or excessively withdrawn. 
In the first instance, it is rebellion against adults and is 
a form of counter-rejection. 1'his is most likely to occur 
when the child is very young and h a s not as yet established 
the necessary identifications with adults. Later, the child 
is likely to inhibit his impulses to avoid punishment and 
prevent gui l t, or risk t h e loss of parental love. Usually, 
withdrawal is accompanied by considerable anxiety. A 
child who has not ac qu ired the tools of s elf-expression is 
afraid to emp loy his n atural aggressions becaus e of threat-
en i ng home conditions or other reasons. The withdrawal 
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pattern seems to have deeper emotional roots and to be hard-
er to trea t than the overtly hostile pattern. 
Many aggressive children come from families where sib-
ling rivalry is intense, and the less successful sibling in 
the struggle gives up competition in every sphere or tries 
to attract attention or punish either himself or the hated 
sibling by an overt anti-social display of hostility. 
Intense sibling rivalry was present in three of the 
cases studied,and moderate rivalry was present in two. 
ln none of these cases did the adolescent studied give up 
comp etition with the envied sibling or try to punish him-
self or herself. Kenny did as sault his older brother with 
whom h e has always comp eted for the mother's attention. No 
overt hostility was s h own by Helen, Barbara, or Francis s ., 
or Lawrence toward their hated siblings. All of these adol-
escents have been tr ying all their l ives to attract attention 
because of their sibling rivalry. Lav~rence's e ffort has been 
intensified because o f a constitutional inf eriority. 
It is the writer's opinion that t h e t heories and con-
cepts expressed in Chapter II are substantiated to a great 
extent b y t h e cas e material presented in this study. 
Approved, 
~1(g~--
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
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